


Press and hold ).

Enter your PIN code using
the keypad and press , or
# to confirm.

Enter the phone number
on the keypad and press
( to dial.

Press ( when your
phone rings.

Press < or > during the
call.

Press ).

Press , in idle mode.

Press - in idle mode.

Browse the list by moving
+ or - and press ( to
call the selected name.

Press + in idle mode.
Discover your phone

Philips continuously strives to improve its products.
Therefore, Philips reserves the rights to revise this user
guide or withdraw it at any time without prior notice.
Philips provides this user guide «as is» and does not
accept, except as required by applicable law, liability
for any error, omission or discrepancy between this
user guide and the product described.

Keypad
Microphone

Navigation
and , key

Screen

Camera* and 
m key cCancel key

Pick up and 
Wap (key

Hang up and
) on/off key

* Optional, the camera is an accessory, not included in the
standard package and sold separately.

How to...

Switch phone On/Off

Enter PIN code

Make a call

Answer a call

Set conversation
volume

End a call

Access the main menu

Access the Contacts

Use the Contacts

Access the Call list



enu or long press c to go back to

rcular loop of icons displayed on the
 represents a feature or operation of

t within the screen; the hidden ones
lling < or >.

ain carousel by pressing , when in
 < (anti clockwise) or > (clockwise)
hen the feature or option of your
, or c to cancel. Another sub-

ill then appear.

/+ or - will alternate between two
as Activate/Deactivate, On/Off,

e a value, etc.

 and lists until you reach the desired
. When navigating in a list, a scroll
e right hand side of the screen shows
ion in the list. With the navigation

n select or adjust all the functions of
scribed in the relevant chapter of this

el
Some events may modify the idle screen (missed call,
new message, etc.). Press , to access the

corresponding m
the idle screen.

A carousel is a ci
screen. Each icon
your phone.

All icons don’t fi
appear when scro

You access the m
idle mode. Move
and press , w
choice is selected
carousel or list w

Pressing < or >
options, such 
Increase/Decreas

Browse carousels
feature or option
bar located on th
your actual posit
key, you can the
your phone as de
user guide.

Go to previous menu Press c.

Quickly return to idle 
when browsing menus Press and hold c.

Lock/unlock the keypad Press and hold c when
in idle mode.

View the last call made Press ( in idle mode.

Change the
language used

Press and hold 0, move
+ or - to select the
language and press ,.

Access a function
in the menu

Press ,, move <
or > to select a function,
then press , to enter the
sub-menu. Repeat to reach
the desired function.

Activate a programmed 
Voice command Press and hold the , key.

Launch WAP Press and hold (.

Events

The carous
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the clipped corner of the card is in
orner.

tery into its slot, metallic connectors
 until it stops. Then lock it by
ownwards.

back cover of your phone.

n the phone, long press the )

switch on the phone, you may be
 enter the PIN code, which is the 4

the phone
Get started

1 • Get started

Read the safety instructions in the «Precautions»
section before use.

To use your phone, you must insert a valid SIM card
supplied by your GSM operator or retailer. The SIM
card contains your subscription, your mobile number,
and memory in which you can store phone numbers
and messages (see “Contacts” page 21).

1. Press the lock of the battery cover towards the
top of the phone and simply lift it up to remove
it.

2. Remove the SIM card from its holder and insert
it under the metal clip holder, until it stops. Be

careful that 
the correct c

3. Slide the bat
downwards,
pushing it d

4. Replace the 

1. To switch o
key.

2. When you 
prompted to

Insert the SIM card

Switch on 



Get started

to 8-digit secret code of your SIM card to

e SIM phonebook at very first
able to do it directly from the
 page 21).

phone before and are using the
ard might contain all or part of
ook. The mobile phone detects
ks you if you want to copy your
 the built-in phonebook. Press
 to accept.

d, aborted or cancelled the copy,
ted on your phone is always
your default phonebook. To
IM phonebook, press , and
ings > Contacts select > In SIM

ed by a rechargeable battery. A
y charged and an alarm will warn
 reaches low.

you do not remove the battery
itched on: you may lose all your

 phonebook

ttery
2

protect it from unauthorised use. It is
preconfigured and communicated to you by
your operator or retailer. To personalise the PIN
code, see page 35.

If you enter a wrong PIN code 3 times, your SIM card
is blocked. To unblock it, you must request the PUK
code from your operator.

3. Enter your PIN code. If you make a mistake,
press c. Then press ,or #to confirm.

As prompted by the phone at first switch on, set the
date by pressing the appropriate numeric keys (press
c to erase a number), then press , to validate.
Proceed in the same way to set the time.

For complete date and time options, see page 38.

If you do not copy th
switch, you will be 
phonebook menu (see

If you had a mobile 
same SIM card, the c
your current phoneb
this and a message as
SIM phonebook onto
c to cancel or ,
Whether you accepte
the phonebook loca
automatically set as 
switch back to the S
select Contacts > Sett
card.

Your phone is power
new battery is partiall
you when the battery

We recommend that 
when the phone is sw

Set date and time

Copy the SIM

Charge the ba
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 1.45 hours to fully recharge your
e.
bars are steady the battery is fully
 can disconnect the charger.
n the network and condition of use,

n be up to 4 hrs and stand-by time
s.

ger plugged to the mobile when the
harged doesn’t damage the battery.
turn off the charger is to unplug it, so
cessible AC power socket. You can
er to an IT supply (Belgium only).

intend to use your phone for several
mmend you disconnect the battery.

hone while it is on charge (note that
es Off when plugging the charger). If
pletely flat, the battery icon will only
 to 5 minutes of charging.
Get started

personal settings (see information on battery safety,
page 81).

1. Once the battery and battery cover are clipped
on the phone, plug the connector of the charger
(supplied with the phone, in the box) into the
LEFT hand socket at the base of the phone on
one end, then plug it into a main AC power
socket with easy access on the other end.

2. The battery symbol indicates the state of charge:
• During charging the 4 charge indicators change;

Each bar represents around 25% of charge and it

takes around
mobile phon

• When all 4 
charged, you

• Depending o
talk time ca
up to 320 hr

Keeping the char
battery is fully c
The only way to 
use an easily ac
connect the charg

3. If you don’t 
days, we reco

You can use the p
the vibra alert go
the battery is com
reappear after up



Main features

 call, depending on your
the caller has permitted this

ansmitted, his number may be
mber is stored in the selected
21), the corresponding name is

he number.
ll, press (.
ll, press ). If you have
rward” (see page 61), the call is
ber or voice mail.

s ).

g if in Silence mode (see page 5).
ny Key Answer (see page 62), you
ressing any key (except )).

Settings > Sounds > Ringers and

 select a ringer in the list, then
irm your choice.

nd a call

nger
4

2 • Main features

In idle mode, press -. Depending on
the selected phonebook (in SIM or in
phone), the content that appears on

the screen may vary: see “Contacts” page 21 for details
on this subject.
To consult the phonebook during a call, press ,,
select View Names List, press , and scroll through
the entries by pressing -or +. Then press c twice
to return to the in-call screen.

1. In idle mode, enter the phone number using the
keypad. To correct an error, press c.

2. Press ( to dial the number and press )
to hang up.

For an international call, enter the «+» sign instead of
the usual international prefix by pressing and holding
*. To learn how to make a call from the phonebook,
see “Contacts” page 21.

When receiving a
subscription and if 
information to be tr
displayed. If the nu
phonebook (see page
displayed instead of t
1. To answer the ca
2. To reject a ca

activated “Call fo
diverted to a num

3. To hang up, pres

The phone will not rin
If you have selected A
can accept a call by p

1. Press ,, select 
press , again.

2. Move + or - to
press , to conf

Access and consult the phonebook

Make a call

Contacts

Answer and e

Change the ri
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ibra doesn’t mute the ringer. If you
t and keep the vibra function on,
t mode as described above.
 automatically deactivated when you

n mobile phone number, press -
e and select Own numbers, then press
 and press , again. Your phone
yed if present on your SIM card. If
then follow the instructions.

ber has been stored in the Phonebook,
uring a call. See “Access and consult
age 4.

ess < or > to increase or decrease the

u can mute the microphone so that
r caller cannot hear you.

mobile phone number

 earpiece volume

icrophone
Main features

You can lock the keypad to protect the
keys from being pressed accidentally
(e.g., when the phone is in your

pocket).
To lock the keypad, press and hold c when in idle
screen. To unlock the keypad, press and hold c
again.

If you don’t want your phone to ring
when you receive a call, you can
deactivate the ringer as follows:

Press , and select Settings > Sounds > Silent and press
-until the volume is set to On.

If you want your phone to vibrate when
you receive a call, you can activate the
vibra alert as follows:

1. Press ,, select Settings > Sounds > Vibra alert
and press ,.

2. Move  + or  - to select On or Off and press ,
to confirm.

Activating the v
want to mute i
activate the Silen
The vibra alert is
plug the charger.

To read your ow
when in idle mod
,, select Show
number is displa
not, select New, 

If your own num
you can read it d
the phonebook” p

During a call, pr
volume.

Yo
you

Lock / unlock the keypad

Activate the silence mode

Activate the vibra alert

Keypad lock

Silent

Vibra alert

Read your 

Adjust the

Mute the m

Mute



Main features

During a call, press ,, select Mute and confirm by 2. Select Record dialogue and press ,. Press
ng up to end the recording.
d when hanging up, an edit
ou to name the recording.
e the recording, which is then
enu Multimedia > Sound album.

r your call list, press , and
all Info > Call list > Reset. Press
e to reset the call list.

ssages list at once, press , and
S > Read SMS > Delete all SMS.
et the SMS list.

l the SMS messages from the SMS
g your SMS list is useful to free

r to receive new messages.

f your phonebook at once, press
cts > Settings > Delete all. Press
book content.

list

 list

nebook
6

pressing ,.

To unmute the microphone during a
call, press ,, select Unmute and
confirm by pressing ,. The
microphone is unmuted.

In most countries, conversation
recording is subject to law regulation.
We advise you to notify the caller if you

intend to record the conversation you have with them
and only record if they agree. You should also keep any
recording private. 1 min. is the maximum recording
time available (see “Sound recording” page 56).

To record a conversation during a call:
1. While one or several simultaneous calls are in

progress, press , to access the call context
carousel.

If you select Mute, then Record dialogue, only the
caller’s voice is recorded.

c, , or ha
3. In all cases, an

window allows y
4. Press , to sav

available in the m

To clea
select C
, twic

To clear the whole me
select Messages > SM
Press , twice to res

You can also delete al
Archive menu. Deletin
memory space in orde

To clear the content o
, and select Conta
, to reset the phone

Unmute the microphone

Record a conversation

Unmute

Record dialogue

Clear the call 

Clear the SMS

Clear the pho

Reset
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e equalizer settings (see page 28),
e to the phonebook (see page 22),

 send a message (see page 41),
ssage (see page 42),
ur Call list (see page 62),
ur Organiser (see page 58),
ond call (see page 71).

ures during a call
Main features

This option only applies to the phonebook in your
phone, NOT to the SIM phonebook.

When browsing a list (ringers, events, etc.), press
0 to scroll page per page instead of item by item.

- Change th
- Add a nam
- Write and
- Read a me
- Consult yo
- Consult yo
- Make a sec

Quickly scroll a list

Other feat



Menu tree

 / Public names / Call barring /
s / PIN protection

 / Register again / Preferred list
ngs

e p38
y / Set date / Date format /

 Daylight saving / Set time

ble languages

1

 / Read SMS / SMS settings /
e

8

3 • Menu tree
The table below describe the complete menu tree (first
to third levels) of your mobile phone, as well as the
page reference you should refer to for more
information concerning each feature or setting.

Settings p28

Sounds p28
Silent / Ringer volume / Ringer / Messages
Ringer / Equaliser / Key tones / Sounds
Alerts / Vibra alert

Display p29
Screen saver / Animation / Contrast /
Backlight / Wallpaper

Hotkeys p30
List of available hotkeys

Voice command p33
List of available voice commands

Voice dial p33

Security p34
Keypad lock
Change code

Network p35
GPRS attach
/ Access setti

Time and dat
Clock displa
Time zone /

Language p39
List of availa

Profiles p39

Messages p4

SMS p41
Send a SMS
SMS Archiv
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ode p55

cording p56

 & Appli. p57

verter p57

or p57

ock p57

r p58

me p60
Menu tree

E-Mail p44
For each available mail box
Settings / Open mailbox / Send mail

Broadcast Message p52
Reception / Topics / District codes

Instant message p53

MMS p11
Create an MMS / Receive an MMS /
Manage folders / Settings

Multimedia p54

Picture album p54
List of available pictures

Sound album p54
List of available sounds

Memory Status p55

Demo m

Sound re

Games

Euro con

Calculat

Alarm cl

Organise

Brick Ga



Menu tree

rvices p70

ers
s available in this menu are
 subscription-dependent, please
ur operator.

is operator and subscription-
lease check with your operator.
10

Call information p61

Call settings p61
Call forward / Mailboxes / Auto redial / Any
key answer / Call waiting / Caller ID

Call list p62
Call list / Reset

Call counters p63
GSM counters / GPRS counters

Contacts p21

View names list

Settings
Delete all / Contacts select / Group settings
/ Copy to phone

Operator se

Service numb
The number
operator and
check with yo

WAP p65

Services +
This menu 
dependent, p
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elected the phonebook «In phone» to
address. See “Contacts” page 21 for
honebook selection.

to send your message to this person
dd media and press ,.

 to send it to several people, select
cts, press , to access the

again and to add new names to the
up to 20 names).
y recipients as required, then select
and press ,.

e of the items and press , to Edit the
r phone number, or to Remove it

essage
and side of the screen, 5 icons allow
a Picture, add Text, add a Sound,
essage or access the Options menu.
 to go to the previous or next icon.

 access the Picture Album list, select
d press , to add it to your MMS.
ndow of your message is displayed,
 selected picture, which is resized if
rder to fit the screen.
MMS

4 • MMS
Your mobile phone allows you to send
and receive MMS (multimedia
messages), featuring texts, pictures and

sounds, including memos that you have recorded.
A multimedia message can be made of one slide
(including text, sound and image), or of several: in
this case, the message is played in a slide show,
whether you send it to an e-mail address or to another
mobile phone.

Depending on the application you are using for
receiving e-mails, MMS slide shows may not be
played.

Select the addressees
1. Press m while in idle mode.
2. Select New MMS and press ,
3. Select a name in the list and press , to add it

to your mailing list, OR
Select <New> and enter the phone number or
e-mail address you wish to send your message to.
Then press ,.

You must have s
access an e-mail 
information on p

4. If you wish 
only, select A
If you want
Add conta
phonebook 
mailing list (

5. Add as man
Add media 

You can select on
e-mail address o
from the list.

Design your m
1. On the left h

you to add 
Send the m
Move + or -

2. Press , to
a picture an
The first wi
showing the
needed, in o

Create an MMS

MMS



MMS

Access the options
ptions icon and press ,. The

 available:

eate a new slide and add it to
lide show.

an also press > when the last
f the message you are currently
ing is selected.

 you have created several pages,
 < or > to browse slides.

lete the selected page.

ption is only available if there is
than one slide in the message.

ove to the next or to the
us slide.

ange the value of slide duration
you have set in Settings >
cation settings (see page 18),
 set a delay between each slide.
12

Although the picture preview when creating the MMS
is (W)105 x (H)55 pixels, the maximum size of a
picture you can send is (W)640 x (H)640 pixels.
Warning! The bigger the picture size, the longer it will
take to send it.
A copyright-protected picture cannot be sent. Select
None if you don’t want to insert any picture.

3. The Text icon is automatically selected: press
, to access the text editing screen, enter the
text of your message (see “Text or number entry”
page 19 for help).

4. The Sound icon is then selected: press , to
access the Sound Album list, select a sound and
press , to add it to your MMS.

Sounds can be one of the files available in the Album,
or a sound memo that you record when creating the
MMS: in this case, select <Records>, then <New>
and follow the procedure that appears on the screen.
You cannot attach an existing voice memo.
The icon of the item you have added (picture or sound)
changes colour to indicate its insertion.

5. Press , to send your message, or move - to
access the options.

Move - to go to the O
following options are

Add slide

To cr
your s

You c
page o
design

Once
move

Delete slide

To de

This o
more 

Next slide
Previous
slide

To m
previo

Slide
duration

To ch
that 
Appli
and to
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essage as soon as it is completed:
MS and press ,.
raft to complete it and send it later:

ct the message in Drafts, select Send
ress ,. Once it has been sent, the
oved from the drafts list.

a draft message fails, the message will
utbox menu, and identified as Not

m the Outbox menu and send it:
essage to be sent from this menu,
nd MMS and press ,. Once it has
e MMS is identified as a sent mes-
st.
ases, select the message to be sent in
er. In all cases, select Send MMS  and
gress bar allows you to follow the
message. Press c to cancel the
essage.

d play an MMS
e an MMS, an alert message appears
inform you.

 MMS
MMS

When browsing the lists, specific icons show the type of
the selected message (read MMS, delivery report,
template, etc.). The information about the message
(sender, recipients, subject) scrolls horizontally
automatically when selected.

Send your Message
As described above, you can either:

• Send your m
select Send M

• Save it as a D
to send, sele
MMS and p
MMS is rem

If the sending of 
be moved to the O
sent.

• Select it fro
select the m
select Re-se
been sent, th
sage in the li

In the two last c
the relevant fold
press ,: a pro
sending of your 
sending of your m

Download an
When you receiv
on the screen to 

Save MMS
as draft

To save your message as a draft, that
you can edit, complete and send later
on. MMS saved as drafts are stored in
MMS > Drafts (see “Manage folders”
page 15).

Save as
template

To save your message as a template,
that you can use as a basis for other
MMS (e.g., «Happy birthday» type of
message). MMS saved as templates
are listed in MMS > Templates (see
“Manage folders” below).

Preview
MMS

To preview the slide show you have
created from the first to the last slide,
including sounds & pictures.

Add subject To edit and change or enter the
subject of your message.

Receive an



MMS

1. If you activated the Automatic retrieval mode • If the sender of the message has asked for a Read
t will ask you to press , to
s c to refuse the sending of

 is downloaded, select it in the
ess > to play it.

l switch the player mode from
. In manual mode, press < or >
s or the next slide.

achments
S as described in the previous

o access the following Player

witch back to automatic mode:
MMS is then played as a
inuous slide show.

ove to the next or previous
. You can also press < or >
 viewing the MMS in manual

e.

 item is not available when you
 selected the last (or first) slide.
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(see page 17), the message is automatically
downloaded and placed in the Inbox. Select it in
the Inbox list and press > to play it.

2. If the Manual mode is activated:
•Press c to go back to idle mode and to save

the notification in the Inbox, OR
•Press , to display the details of the notifica-

tion, then select Download and press , to
download the message itself. As for sending, a
progress bar allows you to follow the down-
load of the message.

A notification isn’t the MMS itself, but an
information window gathering the details about the
sender’s identity, date and time of reception, subject,
etc. DO NOT DELETE NOTIFICATIONS
BEFORE YOU HAVE RETRIEVED THE
MESSAGE, or you will never be able to do so.
In both automatic and manual modes, a message will
inform you if the size of the MMS you wish to
download is bigger than the memory available in your
phone. In this case, you must free memory by deleting
data (picture, sounds, etc.). See “Memory Status”
page 59.

report, a promp
send it or to pres
the report.

3. Once the MMS
Inbox list and pr

Pressing < or > wil
automatic to manual
to display the previou

Get and store att
When playing an MM
section, press , t
options:

Play message
To s
the 
cont

Next (or
Previous)
slide

To m
slide
when
mod

This
have
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ve saved can only be sent from the
x folders. You can NOT recover an

ts the messages you have Sent or
ated but Not sent yet (e.g., if you
e cancelled the sending procedure
pressing the c key).

- You can Open, Delete or view
the Details of all these messages.

- In addition, an MMS not yet
sent can also be Re-sent to
someone, and you can Forward
an MMS already sent.

he Autosave  option is set to On, all
t messages will be saved in the outbox

ts all messages saved as templates
r their creation.
 can Play, Edit and Delete
plates.

ts all messages saved as drafts after
ir creation, or automatically saved if
 quit the MMS menu before saving
ending your message.
 can Play, Edit, Send and Delete

fts.
MMS

The MMS menu allows you to manage your messages
in 4 different folders. The default (active) folder is the
last one you selected. To change the active folder,
press c to return to the main MMS menu and
select the folder of your choice, as described below.

Messages you ha
Draft or Outbo

Detach
picture

To detach the picture of the current
slide and save it in the Picture
album.

Detach sound To detach the sound of the current
slide and save it in the Sound album.

Manage folders

Inbox

Lists all the Notifications, Delivery and
Read reports, Read and Unread MMS.

- You can Read or Delete
notifications and reports.

- You can Play, Forward or Reply
to an MMS, display its Details
or Delete it.

Notifications are automatically deleted
once you have received the full MMS.
Do NOT delete notifications before you
have retrieved the MMS, or you will
never be able to do so.

Outbox

Lis
cre
hav
by 

If t
sen

Templates

Lis
afte
You
tem

Drafts

Lis
the
you
or s
You
dra



MMS

item (whether message, notification or report) that Bearer
u to select the type of network
 a connection. 

, you must have configured both
 settings (see “Access settings”

 change the MMS address of the
l connect to.

or change the IP address of the

 mobile will only use the GSM
ork for connections.

 mobile will only use the GPRS
ork for connections.

 mobile will first try to connect
e GPRS network, then to the
 network if the GPRS network

available when connecting.
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you have deleted. Press c to cancel deletion.
If the «Memory full» icon is displayed, you must delete
items to free some memory.

Your phone may have been pre-configured to directly
access the services offered. If not, you must have
received from your operator the information items
described in the present section and enter them as
given.
With some operators, access parameters can be set
«over the air». Please check directly by your operator.

Network account
Allows you to choose a data profile from the ones you
have set (see “Access settings” page 36 for complete
information on how to configure or modify a data
profile). This profile and the parameters it features
will then be used for connection.

This menu allows yo
used when launching

If selecting GPRS first
the GSM and GPRS
page 36).

MMS Centre
Allows you to enter or
server your phone wil

Gateway address
Allows you to enter 
server’s gateway.

Settings
GSM Your

netw

GPRS Your
netw

GPRS first

Your
to th
GSM
isn’t 
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t
e set On or Off and informs you (via

r your MMS was received or rejected.
ort will display the sender’s identity,
receipt, and status of delivery.

e set On or Off and informs you (via
e status the MMS you have sent has
ether it was read or deleted without

be set On or Off and allows you to
ve of the messages sent from the
essages saved will then appear in the

y new MMS you receive is
omatically downloaded from the
er and placed in the Inbox, without
 having to launch a connection.

ect the message you have received in
 Inbox and press >.

is mode is deactivated when
ming.
MMS

Gateway port
Allows you to enter or change the Port number of the
server’s gateway.

You must have the information relating to the three
points above, supplied by your operator, and must
enter them exactly as given.

Application settings
Retrieval mode

Delivery repor
This option can b
an SMS) whethe
The delivery rep
date and time of 
Read report
This option can b
an SMS) when th
changed, i.e., wh
being read.
Auto save
This option can 
automatically sa
Outbox menu. M
Outbox folder.

Manual

Messages are stored on the MMS server,
and you must connect manually to
retrieve them:
1. Press , to access the Inbox.
2. Select the notification item

corresponding to this message and
press ,.

3. Select Read and press ,.
4. When the Details of the message

are displayed, press , to launch
the connection and download it.

5. Once the message is in your
phone, press ,, select Play
message and press ,.

Automatic
(default
mode)

An
aut
serv
you
Sel
the

Th
roa



MMS

Validity period connected to the network (and thus cannot receive
ately).

the duration between each slide
S, from 1 sec. to 60 secs.
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Allows you to select the length of time your message
is to be stored on the server, from 1 hour to 1 week
(maximum). This is useful when the recipient is not

your message immedi
Slide duration
Allows you to select 
included in your MM
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?
mbols represented by each key are as

 enter the word «home»:
 6 3 The screen displays the

 a list: Good.
o scroll and select Home.
ess either 1 or , to confirm
 the word Home. Pressing > also
lection of the word and inserts a
for the next word of your message.

 key in letters.
ort press to browse the list of
ndidate words, long press to browse
ck.
 confirm entry.
ort press to clear one entry, long
ess to clear all text.
ift from standard, to lower, to upper
se.
ift from basic mode, to numeric or
 punctuation typing mode.
Text or number entry

5 • Text or number entry
Text can be entered in editing screens in two different
ways: by using T9® predictive Text Input, or basic
text input. Two other modes for numbers and
punctuation marks, are also available. Icons appearing
on the screen show the active text mode. 

What is it?
T9® predictive Text Input is an
intelligent editing mode for messages,
including a comprehensive dictionary.
It allows you to quickly enter text. Press
only once on the key corresponding to
each letter needed to spell a word:

keystrokes input are analysed and the word suggested
by T9® is displayed in the edit screen. If several words
are available according to the keys used, the word you
entered is highlighted: press 0 to browse the list
and to choose from those proposed by the T9® built-
in dictionary (see example below).

How to use it
Alphabets and sy
follows:

Example: how to
1. Press 4 6

first word of
2. Press 0 t
3. You can pr

selection of
confirms se
space, ready 

T9® text Input

Tegic Euro. Pat. 
App. 0842463

2to9 To

0
Sh
ca
ba
1 To

c 
Sh
pr

#
Sh
ca

*
Sh
to



Text or number entry

Letters, numbers and symbols are located on each key

 = <
2 a b c 2 à ä å æ ç

4 g h i 4 � ì

6 m n o 6 ñ ò ö 

� � 8 t u v 8 ü ù

 �� 0
. 0 , / : ; » ’ ! ¡ ? ¿
* + - %
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If you wish to access the basic text input, select «Abc»
basic text input using * key. This method requires
multiple key presses to reach the desired character: the
letter «h» is the second letter on the 4
key, so you must press it twice to enter «h». Using this
mode requires you press a key as many times as is
equal to the order of the letter.
To enter the word «Home» in basic text input mode,
you should therefore key in 4, 4 (GHI) 6,
6, 6 (MNO), 6 (MNO), 3, 3 (DEF).
Press , when the message is completed.

as follows:
Basic text input

1
space 1 @ _ #
> ( ) & £ $ ¥

3 d e f 3 é è � �

5 j k l 5 �

7 p q r s 7 � � 

9 w x y z 9 ø 	 
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books, they will only be added to the
cted.

ption does NOT apply to the SIM

e will copy the content of your SIM
one. Selecting this option twice will

names.

a SIM card for the first time, follow
M card installation procedure as
, then go to the section titled “Add
nebook” below.
ss , and select Contacts, Settings,
ntacts select. Then press + or - to
ect the phonebook located in your
s added to this phonebook can then
e phonebook located in your phone.

r aborted the automatic copy of your
at very first switch, you can do it

and select Contacts, Settings, then

hen you copy the contents of your
 phonebook into your phone, you

honebook
Contacts

6 • Contacts
All operations described in this chapter require the
relevant phonebook, whether in the SIM or in the
phone to be selected.

Your mobile phone has two phonebooks. The SIM
phonebook is located on the SIM card and the
number of entries depends on the card capacity.The
second phonebook is built into the mobile’s memory
and can hold up to 299 names.

The SIM card capacity depends on the type of card you
have. Please check with your local dealer for full
information on this subject.
The phonebook located on your phone shares the
mobile capacity and memory with other features. As
such, they are inter-dependent: the more names you
create, the less events you can store and vice-versa. 299
is the maximum number of names and events cards,
provided that other features (memos, sounds, pictures,
etc.) are not using a significant amount of the phone’s
memory.

The Contacts menu allows you to select one of the two
available phonebooks: the one on your SIM card or
the one in your phone. When entering new names in

one of the phone
one you have sele

The Delete all o
phonebook.
Copy all to phon
card into your ph
duplicate all the 

If you are using 
the standard SI
described page 1
names in the pho

Pre
Co
sel

SIM card. Name
be copied into th

If you cancelled o
SIM phonebook 
manually: press ,
Copy to phone.

W
SIM

SIM card p

Contacts select.

In SIM card



Contacts

can still use the phonebook of your SIM card, even ain a maximum of 40 digits,
M card.
rs, including local ones with
country code and area code will
 from any location.

f number allocated to the name:
ta and press , to confirm and
n your phonebook.

your phone can holds more
an the SIM card phonebook.
aracters):

 299 records, holding up to a
mation fields for each, with a
ric fields. For example, you can
rs, 3 work numbers, an e-mail
e, all for the same person.

fields up to 20 characters

up to 40 digits
and 1 «+»

nd note) up to 50 characters

20 groups available
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though it features less fields of information.

Your mobile phone only manages one phonebook at a
time and will ignore the information relative to the
other one: e.g., if «Smith» is present in both
phonebooks and if you delete it in the phone, it
remains unchanged in the SIM.

The default selected phonebook is the
one located in your phone. It can hold
up to 299 names and can be reset at

once using the Delete all option. Depending on SIM
card capacity, names added to this phonebook can
then be copied into the SIM phonebook (see “Copy
to SIM” page 26).

In the SIM card
To add a name in the SIM phonebook:
1. Press - to enter the phonebook, select New,

then press ,.
2. Enter the name, then the number of your choice

and press ,.

A number can cont
depending on your SI
Entering all numbe
international prefix, 
allow you to dial them

3. Select the type o
Phone, Fax or Da
store this name i

In the phone
The phonebook in 
information fields th
Including (in latin ch

You can create up to
maximum of 7 infor
maximum of 5 nume
save 2 mobile numbe
address and a text not

Phone’s phonebook

Add names in the phonebook

In phone

First and last names 

Numbers fields
(Mobile, Work, etc.)

Extra fields (e-mail a

Group selection
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e & hear who’s calling» below for
ormation.

s
ers option that appears in your
ld contain your own phone number.
 that you enter your mobile number
er relevant information.

 fields can be empty, the «Own
annot be deleted.

only available when you select the
r phone, NOT the SIM phonebook.

ture allows you to personalize the
 with their own name («Friends»,
given picture (from the Picture album)
dy (from the Ringers list).
ne or several contacts from your
group. When a name in that group
t’s name will appear along with the
f that group. The melody defined for
lso ring.

nt person, why not set up a group just
e camera to save their picture in the

e & hear who’s calling
Contacts

Add a record in the phone’s phonebook
Add a name field
1. Press - to enter the Contacts, select <New>, and

then press ,.
2. Enter the last name of your contact and confirm

by pressing ,, then enter their first name and
confirm by pressing ,.

One of the two name fields can be empty, but not both.
To go back to the previous field, press c.

Add a number/text field
1. After entering the name of your contact, you will

be in the Number type menu. You can choose
from numerical fields (Mobile, Fax, Data, Pager,
Home, Work) or alphanumeric fields (Note, e-
mail). Make your selection and enter the
relevant number or text. Then press , to save
this new record.

2. The phone will then prompt you the Group:
choose the group you want this name to belong
to and press , to confirm. The record is then
saved in your phone’s phonebook.

3. You can associate a specific Melody and Picture to
each group, as well as Rename groups. Select
Contacts > Settings > Groups setting, then refer to

«Fotocall: se
complete inf

Own number
The Own numb
phonebook shou
If not, we advise
as well as any oth

Although all its
numbers» item c

This feature is 
phonebook of you

The Fotocall fea
groups available
«Office», etc.), a 
and a given melo
You can link o
phonebook to a 
calls, the contac
defined picture o
that group will a

For that importa
for them. Use th

Fotocall: se



Contacts

Picture album (see page 74) and select a melody from can search for a name in the phonebook by pressing
y for the letter that you want to
 press 8 twice to access the
record starting with this letter is
Depending on the phonebook
ed, you will have access to part
 options:

IM card phonebook, then press
e following options:

lete the selected name and

nge the selected name and all
tion,
 to copy the selected name and
rmation into the phonebook

 phone.

• Send an SMS
• Send an MMS
• Make default
• Copy to phone
• Change name
• Include in a group
• Associate a voice dial
24

the ringer list. When they call, you will truly be able to
see and hear them.

1. To use Fotocall, you need to be using the
phonebook in the phone; if you are not already
doing so, see “Copy the SIM phonebook”
page 2.

2. Then select Groups setting, press , and select
the group of your choice.

3. Rename the group to be identified («Friends»,
«Kids», etc.) and select the Melody and the
Picture to be associated to this group.

4. Long press c to go back to idle, then - to
display the content of your Phonebook. Select a
contact you wish to link to this group and press
,. Then choose Select group and select the
group of your choice.
When this contact calls you, the Melody and
Picture associated to his group will ring/appear
on the screen.

Once you have stored names in your phonebook,
press - when in idle mode to access the Contacts. You

the corresponding ke
go to in the list (e.g.,
letter «U»). The first 
selected in the list. 
menu you have select
or all of the following

In the SIM card
Select a name in the S
, to access one of th

- Delete to de
number,

- Change to cha
related informa

- Copy to phone
all related info
located in your

Edit and manage names

• Delete
• Show
• Copy to SIM
• Flash dial
• Change type
• Call
• Delete all
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sel that appears, select Change and
ake the changes wanted and press

hem.
type
 change a field type of an existing
ord, repeat steps 1 to 3 of the
hange a field content” paragraph.
ge type in the carousel menu, select
umber and press , to confirm your

r SIM phonebook into your phone,
ight appear as being of «No type» and
icon. «No type» numbers can be
he procedure described previously to
these numbers.

 delete a field of an existing record,
eat steps 1 to 3 of the “Change a field
tent”paragraph. Then select Delete
enu, and press , to confirm.

e first number you enter when
ating a new record becomes the
ault number: it will appear first on
 is automatically called when pressing
Contacts

In the phone
Add a field
1. To add a new field to an existing record, select

the name of your choice, select Show and press
,.

2. Select <New> and press ,. Choose the type of
field to be added and press ,. Enter the
number or text, then press , to save changes.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 to add up to 6 fields to the
same record. Make a short press on c to go
back to the previous menu, or a long press to go
back to the idle mode.

Numbers or text will appear in order of creation date.
The first fax or phone number you enter becomes the
default number. As such, it appears in first position in
the list. To make another number default, see “Make
default” page 25. Alphanumeric fields (note and e-
mail) can only be changed or deleted.

Change a field content
1. To change the content of a field in an existing

record, select the name of your choice, press ,,
select Show and press , again.

2. Select the field to be changed in the list and press
,.

3. In the carou
press ,. M
, to save t

Change a field 
To
rec
“C

Then select Chan
the new type of n
choice.

If you copied you
some numbers m
don’t have any 
changed: follow t
define a type for 

Delete a field
To
rep
con

in the carousel m
Make default

Th
cre
def

the fields list and

Change type

Delete

Make default



Contacts

the pick-up key or when pressing , and selecting the etwork operator, the emergency
ed without the SIM card being
e standard emergency number is
99.

ber, enter it in idle mode by
responding keys, or press ,
ntacts > View Names List >
r.
al and press ) to hang up.

 mode, enter a number by
 the corresponding keys. Press
o dial and press ) to hang

ou access a carousel allowing you
ore it or send a SMS.

ct the record of your choice.
e phonebook in your SIM card:
 is selected, simply press (

 to access the next carousel, then
press , to dial the number.
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Call or Send SMS option. To change the default
number (e.g. make the «Work» number default
instead of the «Home» number), repeat steps 1 to 3 of
the “Change a field content” paragraph. Then select
Make default in the carousel menu, and press , to
confirm.
Copy to SIM

As mentioned earlier, entering names in
the SIM phonebook can be useful if you
change phones frequently. If you copy

phone numbers into the SIM card, your phonebook is
always updated when switching phonebooks or when
using another phone.
To copy a number into the SIM card phonebook,
repeat steps 1 to 3 of the “Change a field
content”paragraph. Then select Copy to SIM and press
,.

Emergency number
The emergency number will call the
emergency services number in your
country. In most cases, you can call this

number even if your keypad is locked and if you
haven’t yet entered your PIN.

Depending on the n
number can be diall
inserted. In Europe th
112, in the UK it is 9

1. To call this num
pressing the cor
and select Co
Emergency numbe

2. Press ( to di

Other number
Enter a number

In idle
pressing
( t
up.

Pressing , will let y
to call this number, st

Select a name
1. Press  - and sele
2. If you selected th

- once the record
to call or

- press , twice
select Call and 

Make calls

Copy to SIM

SOS Call

Call
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idle mode, press and hold a key
ween 2 and 9 to dial the
ociated entry (see “Hotkeys”
ction is established. Press ) to

idle mode, press and hold ,, then
nounce the saved voice tag (see
oice dial” page 33). If the phone
ice tag, it dials the number associated

 to hang up.
Contacts

3. If you selected the phonebook in your phone:
• To call the default number:

- once the record selected, simply press ( to
dial or

- press , to access the record carousel, then
select Call.

• To call any other number, choose Show once the
record is selected and choose a number type in
the list (Mobile, Home, etc.). Press , to access
the next carousel and select Call.

4. In all cases, press ) to hang up.

Use Flash dial
In 
bet
ass

page 30): conne
hang up.
Use Voice dial

In 
pro
“V

recognizes the vo
with it. Press )

Flash dial

Voice Dial
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Ringer
you to select the ringer tone
e choices available. The list also
s melodies attached to messages
ail, etc.).
 by pressing + or - and wait to

lody being played. Press , to
inger, c to cancel, or move

melody if the volume ringer is set
ode was activated (see above).

you to set an alert beep On or
 each time you receive a new
. When On, this option also

he alert of your choice from the

tion allows you to choose from
t audio settings, also available
 call is in progress. In this case,
liser, scroll through the list and
 hear the difference. Press , to
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7 • Settings
The Settings menu allows you to customise your
phone and change the settings related to each available
option (sounds, time and date, security, etc.). The
Profiles menu allows you to change several settings at
once (see page 39).

Silent
Allows you to set the Silence mode On
or Off. When this setting is On, all alerts
are deactivated and the vibra alert is
active.

The Silent mode also applies to key tones.

Ringer volume 
By default the ringer volume can be set
to Medium. Press + or - to set the
volume of your ringer from Silent to
Increasing.

Allows 
from th
include

you receive (from e-m
Scroll through the list
hear the selected me
select this melody as r
to the next melody.

You will not hear the 
to Off or if the Silent m

Messages Ringer
Allows 
Off, for
message

allows you to select t
ringers list.

Equaliser
This op
differen
while a

press ,, select Equa
wait a few seconds to
confirm your choice.

Sounds

Silent

Ringer volume

Ringer

Messages Ringer

Equaliser
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er is due, when you receive a message
rm rings.

s always Off you connect the charger
ighter Adapter.

ows you to set the screen saver On or
f. When On, it will run a slide show
idle mode, by using the jpeg file(s)
n your phone and selected.

n saver Off automatically activates
e, i.e., the current time displayed on

round. This mode increases the
r phone (increases your battery life).

ng the screen saver On, select a
e list that appears by pressing < or >
t it also by pressing these keys), then

ove to the next picture. Once you
pictures of your choice, press ,to
screen saver.

everal pictures (up to 10) in order to
ow. When selecting only one picture
Settings

Key tones
Allows you to set the key tones On or
Off. Even when set Off, DTMF are
played during calls (see page 70).

Sounds Alerts
Allows you to set alert beeps On or Off
for the following items:

- when an Event you programmed in your
organiser is due,

- when you have missed a call,
- when the Battery is low and requires charging,
- to manage the duration of your calls, first

after 45 seconds, then every minute of an
ongoing call (the beep cannot be heard by the
caller).

This menu only allows you to activate/deactivate the
alert sounds, NOT the alerts themselves. E.g. setting
the event alert Off will not prevent your phone from
displaying the Reminder screen (if you programmed
one), but the corresponding sound will not be played.

Vibra alert
Allows you to set the vibra alert On or
Off when receiving a call, when an event

set in the organis
and when the ala

The vibra alert i
or the Cigarette L

Screen saver
All
Of
in 

you have stored i

Setting the Scree
the Economy mod
a black backg
autonomy of you

1. When setti
picture in th
(you deselec
press - to m
selected the 
activate the 

You must select s
display a slide sh

Key tones

Sounds Alerts

Vibra alert

Display

Screen saver
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to be used as screen saver, only this picture will be or - to set the backlight Duration by selecting one of
d press , to confirm.

ction increases the autonomy of

you to set the Wallpaper On or
hen On, the picture(s) you
 is (are) displayed in Normal or
de, if you didn’t activate a slide

res can be used as Wallpapers.

e various menus and browsing
t up direct access to a specific
 to a Hotkey. A long press on the
tically activate the function or

mber (Flash dial).

 keys 2 to 9and #, as
nguage) and 1 (call voice
efined and locked, preventing
ending on your service provider,
predefined and locked.
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displayed.

2. Select Start delay and press + or - to choose a
value. When in idle mode, the screen saver will
start according to the time limit you have set.

3. Then select the Display period and press ,. The
timing you have set will be applied between each
picture of the slideshow.

Animation
Allows you to set the animation of the
carousel menus On or Off. When On,
this option will also scroll texts, such a

message selected in the Read SMS menu.

Deactivating this function increases the autonomy of
your phone.

Contrast
Allows you to choose among several
levels of contrast.

Backlight
The backlight is activated when
receiving incoming calls or messages,
browsing lists and menus, etc. Press +

the available values an

Deactivating this fun
your phone.

Wallpaper
Allows 
Off. W
selected

Fade mode in idle mo
show.

Only JPEG type pictu

Instead of entering th
the lists, you can se
function by linking it
key will then automa
call the associated nu

You can only program
keys 0 (select la
mailboxes) are pred
reprogramming. Dep
other hotkeys may be 

Animation

Contrast

Backlight

Hotkeys

Wallpaper
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mediately locks / unlocks the
eypad.

ctivates the Silence profile (vibra on,
nger volume off).

ctivates the Car profile (ringer
lume high, any key answer).

ctivates the Headset profile (ringer
lume medium, any key answer on).

ctivates the Meeting profile (vibra on,
nger and all keys set to silent).

ctivates the Outdoors profile (ringer
lume high).

ctivates the Personal profile.

ctivates the Autonomy profile, which
tends the battery autonomy
nimation off, vibra off, backlight
ff, ringer volume medium).

irect access to the Calculator.

edials the last number called.
Settings

1. Select a key from 2 to 9 and press ,.
2. Browse the list to select the function you wish to

associate with this key (see list following). Press
, to confirm your choice.

If the selected key is already set, you can reprogram it:
select Settings > Hotkeys > a hotkey in the list. Press ,
twice, select Change and press ,. This will bring you
to the list of available functions.

3. To use the hotkeys, simply press and hold the
key corresponding to the function you want to
launch or to the number you want to dial while
in idle mode.

You can associate hotkeys 2 to 9 to the
functions of the following table:

Dials the associated number of the
phonebook.

Opens the Send Messages menu.

Opens the Read Messages menu.

Activates the Instant message feature,
to quickly Reply to the sender of the
received message.

Flash Dial

Send SMS

Read SMS

Instant message

Im
k

A
ri

A
vo

A
vo

A
ri

A
vo

A

A
ex
(a
o

D

R

Keypad lock

Active. Silence

Activate Car

Activ. Headset

Meeting

Activ.Outdoors

Activ. Personal

Activ. Autonomy

Calculator

Redial last no.
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hes a WAP session.

iption dependent

 the Screen saver On/Off menu.

rds ALL calls to the voice
x.

the number of your voice
x.

 access to the Brick Game.

 the Games menu.

iption dependent

 access to the Euro converter
currency).

 access to the Euro converter (to
cy).

uro converter is available upon
iption and only in countries
the Euro.
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Redials the number of the last call
received.

Dials the emergency call number.

Opens the E-mail menu for access to
the mail boxes.

Displays the remaining credit balance.

Subscription dependent

Displays the Total cost of outgoing
calls.

Subscription dependent

Opens the Add event menu of the
Organiser.

Displays the Events list of the
Organiser menu.

Opens the Alarm menu.

Allows to record a new sound.

Reply last no.

SOS call

E-mail

Show balance

Total cost

Add new event

Show events

Alarm Clock

Record

Launc

Subscr

Opens

Forwa
mailbo

Dials 
mailbo

Direct

Opens

Subscr

Direct
(from 

Direct
curren

The E
subscr
using 

WAP

Screen saver

To voice mail

Voice mail box

Brick Game

Games

-> Euro

Euro ->
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ice dial allows you to quickly call a
e from your phonebook: set a voice

 by recording a word that will call the
me when pronounced.
gs > Voice dial > <New> and press

ist to select the call number to be set
e tag. Depending on the selected
(see “Contacts” page 21):
ebook: select a name in the list and

onebook: select a name in the list,
phone number of your choice if

mbers were stored for this name and

voice tag? appears, press ,and
structions displayed on the screen.

pted to record your voice tag, make
 in a quiet environment, choose a
ple word and clearly pronounce it.

 command, press and hold , when
n say the voice tag corresponding to
want to dial.
ist of voice dials you have defined,
Voice Commands or Voice dial and
Settings

Instead of entering the various menus
and browsing the lists, you can also set a
voice tag that will activate a feature

(e.g., launch the Calculator).

You can associate a Voice command to all the
functions supported by the Hotkeys (see page 30),
except for «Get mail» and «Alarm clock».

1. Select Settings > Voice Command > <New> and
press ,, then browse the list to select the
function to be set with a voice tag. Press , to
confirm your choice.

2. When Press OK and speak appears, follow the
instructions displayed on the screen. When
prompted to record your voice tag, make sure
you are in a quiet environment, choose a short
and simple word and clearly pronounce it.

3. Press c and repeat the steps described above
to add more voice commands.

To use the voice command, press and hold , when
in idle mode, then say the recorded voice tag. Words
recorded as voice tags can be played, changed or
deleted at any time.

Vo
nam
tag

corresponding na
1. Select Settin
,.

2. Browse the l
with a voic
phonebook 
- SIM phon

press ,,
- Phone’s ph

then the 
several nu
press ,.

3. When Add 
follow the in
When prom
sure you are
short and sim

To use the voice
in idle mode, the
the number you 
To display the l
select Settings > 

Voice command

Voice Command

Voice dial

Voice Dial
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press ,. Words recorded as voice tags can be played, calls to this list via the Call restriction option.

iption dependent and requires a
5).

you restrict the calls to the Public
list. In this case, you can only
he names of the Public names list,
nebook of the main menu.

ription dependent and requires
ge 35). Please note that when

, it might also apply to WAP and
er GPRS.

you to consult and modify your
ames list. You can enter a new
odify or delete a name in the

e the <New> option to enter the
mber, then select the number
ata. Names in this list can be

enu allows you to limit the use of
one to specific calls by letting
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changed or deleted at any time.

Up to 15 voice tags can be defined and shared between
voice dial and voice command.

Keypad lock 
Allows you to lock/unlock your keypad
by pressing and holding the c key
when in idle mode. The keypad

automatically unlocks when receiving a call.

You can also choose immediate or delayed lock by
selecting Settings > Security > Keypad lock, then one of
the values by pressing + or -. Your keypad will then
be permanently locked. If you unlock it by pressing the
c key, it will be temporarily unlocked while you
use your phone, and locked again after the time period
you selected.
Note that even when your keypad is locked, you can
still place an SOS call (see page 26).

Public names
Allows you to manage a specific names
list, called Public Names list, and restrict

This feature is subscr
PIN2 code (see page 3

Call restriction
Allows 
Names 
access t

as opposed to the Pho

This function is subsc
a PIN2 code (see pa
activating this option
e-mail connections ov

Public names
Allows 
Public N
name, m

list via PIN2 code. Us
name and phone nu
type: Phone, Fax or D
changed or deleted.

Call barring
This m
your ph

Security

Keypad lock

Public names

Call restriction

 Public names

Call barring
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s
ows you to change your PIN and
2 codes, as well as the call Barring
e.

your SIM card, some features or
uire a PIN2 secret code. This is a
o 8-digit code given to you by your

rong PIN2 code 3 times, your SIM
o unblock it, request the PUK2 code

or or retailer.
correct PUK code 10 times in a row,
ill be blocked and unusable. If this
 your operator or retailer.

n
is allows you to set the PIN
tection On or Off. When On, you
l be asked to enter your PIN code
our phone on.

ge your PIN code if this option is Off.

ws you to handle the connection
hone and the network, register
Settings

you bar both outgoing and incoming calls. This
function is network dependent and requires a specific
call barring password supplied by your service
provider. 
Outgoing calls

The Outgoing menu allows you to select
between All calls, International calls and
Intl. Exc. Home calls (the latter allowing

you to call your home country when you are abroad).
You can also Deactivate the bar on outgoing calls.
These menus then allow you to bar, within each
available option, All calls, Voice calls, Data calls or Fax
calls.
Incoming calls

The Incoming menu allows you to select
All calls or When roaming. It also
provides access to the Cancel menu to

remove bar on incoming calls.
These menus then allow you to bar, within each
available option, All calls, Voice calls, Data calls or Fax
calls.
Status

In each sub-menu (All calls, When
roaming, etc.), the Status option allows
you to know whether a type of call is
barred or not.

Change code
All
PIN
cod

Depending on 
options may req
second secret 4 t
operator.

If you enter a w
card is blocked. T
from your operat
If you enter an in
the SIM card w
happens, contact

PIN protectio
Th
pro
wil

when switching y

You cannot chan

This menu allo
between the p

Outgoing

Incoming

 Status
Network

Change codes

PIN protection
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manually the available networks and manage your energy consumption, however it will increase the

gs, you must still select the bearer
he menus of each application to
MS, e-mail, etc.).

s you with a list of the networks
e in the area when the Manual
 selected. Select the network you
and press , to confirm.

you to build a network list in
f preference. Once defined, the
ill try to register on a network,

ferences.

enu allows you to create several
files: when using WAP or when
 a multimedia message (MMS),
ill be used to connect to the
rk.

d below are operator and/or
t.With some operators, you may
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preferred networks.

GPRS attach
Your mobile integrates features that
support GPRS (Global Packet Radio
Service), a service allowing you to

exchange data with high speed rates and to stay always
on-line (i.e. have a permanent connection to the
Internet and WAP).

Contact your phone operator to have full information
about GPRS availability over their network and for
an appropriate subscription. You might also need to
configure your phone with the GPRS settings supplied
by your operator, by using the menus described in this
section.

This menu allows you to define the attach mode of
your mobile phone to the GPRS service:
Always on
Your phone will always register to the GPRS service.
This option allows faster GPRS connection. However
it will increase energy consumption.
For data calls
Your phone will automatically register to the GPRS
service only when required. This option reduces

connection delay.

In spite of these settin
(GSM or GPRS) in t
be used (e.g., WAP, M

Register again
Provide
availabl
mode is

want to register with 

Preferred list
Allows 
order o
phone w

according to your pre

Access settings
This m
data pro
sending

the selected profile w
GSM or GPRS netwo

All options describe
subscription dependen

GPRS attach

Register again

Preferred list

Access settings
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to enter an ISDN ISP number, OR 
o. to enter an analogic number.
nter the «+» sign followed by the
 by your operator and press ,.

rator to know what type of number

ows you to enter an inactivity time
hich the phone automatically
 connection was in progress) and
reen. Select Inactivity time and press
 value (in seconds) of over 30 s. and

is allows you to change the GPRS
ings, Login, Password and Inactivity
e (the same fields and the same
r GSM settings, please refer to the

.
to enter the address of the external
 want to connect to, a text string (or
., wap.operatorname.fr) used to
nection. Select APN and press ,,
propriate address and press ,.

uring connections are mainly due to
eters: you should contact your
Settings

receive a SMS which contains access parameters that
will be stored automatically. Please contact your
network operator for detailed information on this
subject.

Change name
Allows you to enter or change the name
of the selected profile. Press ,, enter
the name of your choice and press ,
to confirm.

Some pre-configured profiles might be locked,
preventing re-programming and renaming.

Show
Allows you to visualise all parameters of
the selected profile (ISP number, APN,
etc.), either GSM or GPRS.

GSM settings
Allows you to enter or change the GSM
settings and gives you access to the
following items:

Login and Password allow you to enter the login and
password needed. In both cases, enter the information
and press ,to confirm.
Phone Number allows you to enter the phone number
needed to establish a connection. Select Phone
numbers and press ,, then press  + or  - to select:

- ISDN No. 
- Analogic N

In both cases, e
number provided

Contact your ope
you should select.

Inactivity time all
period after w
disconnects (if a
returns to idle sc
,, then enter a
press ,.
GPRS settings

Th
sett
tim

instructions as fo
previous section)
APN allows you 
data network you
IP address, e.g
establish the con
then enter the ap

Error messages d
incorrect param

Change name

Show

GSM settings

GPRS settings
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operator before first use, in order to have the Time zone

ylight savings are to be set first.
ouble-check date and time if
ow which time zone you are in,

to check in an atlas or an

e zone option allows you to set
e zone you belong to, according

 (Greenwich Meridian Time).
ct the setting corresponding to

cerns countries in which time is
er/winter time (e.g. Greenwich
ish Summer Time).

ption allows you to set the
t savings to On (in summer
r Off (in winter time) by moving
ing impacts the date and time
et first. If daylight saving is On
 to 12:00, it will automatically
 turning the option to Off.
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appropriate settings. With some operators, the access
parameters can be set remotely. Please check with your
operator.

This menu allows you to set the time and date, time
zone, daylight savings, and change the clock display
mode.

Clock display
Allows you to select Analogue, Digital or
Tiny time formats when shown in idle
mode, by pressing + or -. In all cases,
press , to confirm.

Set date
Allows you to set the date by pressing
the appropriate numeric keys (you can
also set the date by moving + or -).
Press , to confirm.

Date format
Allows you to select one of the two
available date formats, either Western
or Thai. Press , to confirm.

The time zone and da
You should then d
previously set. To kn
we recommend you 
encyclopedia.

The Tim
the tim
to GMT

Move + or - to sele
your area.

Daylight saving

This setting only con
set according to summ
Meridian Time / Brit

This o
dayligh
time) o
+ or -. As this sett
option, it should be s
and you set the time
switch to 13:00 when

Time and date

Clock display

Set date

Date format

Time zone

Daylight savings
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s you to access a group of predefined
et you quickly adapt your phone to
nt by changing several settings at
ple, selecting Meeting will set your
 silent, activate vibra and deactivate
e other items are set according to the
igured). When your meeting is over,
al will reactivate all your usual

te a hotkey to a profile (e.g. long press
es Meeting, see “Hotkeys” page 30),
is key to deactivate it and go back to
gs.

ed in the column Personal, in the
are default settings preset during

you can change them, the personal
hone may differ from the table.
Settings

Set time
Allows you to set the time by pressing
the appropriate keys or moving + or -
to increase or decrease the time minute
by minute.

This menu allows you to select a language for all menu
text. Browse the list and press , to confirm your
choice.

A long press on 0 when in the idle screen
automatically displays this menu.

This menu allow
settings, which l
your environme
once. For exam
ringer volume to
the key tones (th
settings you conf
selecting Person
settings.

When you associa
key 3 activat
also long press th
the Personal settin

The settings list
following table, 
production. As 
settings in your p

Language

Set time

Profiles
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Each  box of the table refers to the settings as * personal setting
accessory, the settings described
also become available. When
essory, the phone goes back to

CLA or 
Charger

Off Off
ium High

On
n On

dset Activate Car
40

stored in the Personal menu (whether you have
changed the settings or not).

When connecting an 
in the table below 
disconnecting the acc
the Personal profile.

Profiles
*

Vibra alert On* Off On
Ringer volume Medium* Medium High Silent
Key tones On* Off
Organiser alerts On*
Battery low alert On*
New SMS tone On*
Backlight 10 sec* Off
Any key answers Off*
Animation On* Off

Personal Autonomy Outdoors Meeting Accessories
Profiles

Vibra alert
Ringer volume Med
Key tones
Organiser alerts
Battery low alert
New SMS tone
Backlight
Any key answers O
Animation

Hea
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e list
mber if several (phonebook in 
nique phone number (phonebook in 

ct the name of your choice and press

SMS and press ,, then select the
age to be sent and press ,. Enter
e, attach a graphic or a sound if you
lect Send now or Save (see below).

f your choice (phone name list only)
 select the record of your choice,
, select Show and press ,.

mber of your choice and press ,.
escribed in step 2 of the previous

me
message to someone whose number
e phonebook, press , and select

hen Send SMS and New. Enter the
 which the message should be sent to
hen follow the instructions detailed
essage.
Messages

8 • Messages

The Send SMS item of the Messages
menu allows you to:

• send a standard or customised short text message
to someone,

• edit the last message sent and send it again,
• add an iMelody, pre-defined sounds, an anima-

tion or a picture to your message.

The features above are not available from the idle
mode when the Instant message feature is On (see
page 53). In this case, you can only access the Answer
option.

The Standard SMS messages are displayed in a list.
Press + or - to browse: for example Please call me back
at... allows you to select a pre-configured message
including your number, if this number is the first one
of the Own numbers option (see page 23).

Send a SMS
To a name in th
To the default nu
phone) or to the u
SIM)
1. Press -, sele
,.

2. Select Send 
type of mess
your messag
wish, then se

To the number o
1. Press - and

then press ,
2. Select the nu
3. Proceed as d

paragraph.
To any other na
To send a short 
isn’t stored in th
Messages, SMS t
phone number to
and press ,. T
above to send a m

SMS

Send SMS
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Together with an attachment Send now
lows you to send the current
 you have entered (to learn how
 text and numbers, see “Text or
9). Press , to confirm.

you to store the current message
associated icon and melody if
ss , to confirm.

ad SMS option in the Messages
llows you to consult the list of
u have saved and received, and
 your SIM card. Several options
anage them directly on your

you have received and already
d with . Messages received
ad are labelled with a sealed
Select a message and press ,
n displayed, press , to access
ptions:
der,

selected message (choose the
e phonebook or enter a phone
lly),
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This option allows you to attach a sound, icon or
animation to your message and press , to confirm
and attach it to your message. Depending on the type
of file you want to attach, select Add graphic to attach
a bitmap image or an animation, and/or Add sound to
attach a melody. Select the sub-menu of your choice,
then one of the available items in the list that appears,
and press , to confirm and attach it to your
message.

You can send up to 2 attachments of 2 different types
together with your SMS. Animations and pictures are
exclusive: if you first select an animation, then a
picture, only the picture will be taken into account
and vice-versa.

Some icons, animations and sounds are pre-defined
and supplied as standard with your mobile phone.
Personal pictures and sounds, e.g., that you have
received via SMS or e-mail and then stored in the
relevant menus, will automatically appear in the
«Own» sub-menus (Own melodies, Own animations,
etc.). You cannot send «Own» items via SMS when
they are copyright-protected.

This al
message
to enter

number entry” page 1
Save

Allows 
and its 
any. Pre

Read SMS
The Re
menu a
SMS yo

that are first stored on
allow you to then m
mobile phone.
Received Messages

- The messages 
read are labelle
but not yet re
envelope icon. 
to read it. Whe
the following o

- Reply to the sen
- Forward the 

recipient in th
number manua

Send now

Save

Read SMS
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s
 sent are labelled with  in normal
ail box icon in auto save SMS mode

lect the message you want and press
hen displayed, press , to access the
cluding storing the caller’s number.

ete all the messages of either the Read
 SIM card) or SMS Archive (messages
 the Messages menu.

is menu allows you to customise your
S via the options described below.

ows you to select your default SMS
tre. If not available on your SIM card,
 must enter your SMS centre number.

ows you to sign your SMS. By
ault, your signature is you phone
mber, added at the end of your
ength is consequently reduced). You
ture, Change and Save it.
Messages

- Delete the selected message,
- Store number of the sender if it is attached to

the message,
- Store melody if a melody was sent together

with the SMS,
- Store graphic(s) if one or several graphics and/

or animations were sent together with the
message,

- Extract a number included in the message
itself, if this number is included in double
quotes (several numbers can be included and
extracted),

- Call the sender of the message (operator-
dependent),

- Move to Archive allows you to store read
messages in the phone memory. Saved
messages can then be consulted by pressing ,
and selecting Messages, SMS Archive,

Moving a message to the archive list deletes it from the
read SMS list.

- Edit a message in the Read or Archive folder,
modify it and resend it to someone (you can
add a picture or a sound).

If a picture or a sound was attached to the message you
edit, you must first detach it and store it in the Picture
album or in the Own melodies menu of the ringers list.
Then re-attach it to your message (see page 42).

Saved Message
The messages you
mode or with a m
(see page 44). Se
, to read it. W
same options, in
Delete all SMS
Allows you to del
SMS (messages on
in phone) lists of

SMS settings
Th
SM

SMS centre
All
cen
you

Signature
All
def
nu

message (which l
can Edit the signa

SMS settings

SMS centre

Signature
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Validity period Auto save SMS 
you to set On or Off the option

atically saving messages sent in
hive menu.

you to consult all read messages
ed and to Reset all archived
s at once. You save a message by
ve SMS option (see above), or by
essage, pressing , twice and

hive.

r phone subscription, you must
l account (over the phone or via
puter) and have received the
rom your provider. In this case,
ommunicated to you by your
tor as described below and must

ubscription, you simply have to
ord and e-mail address of your

ome cases, your operator might
rvice provider.
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This feature is subscription dependent.

Allows you to select the length of time
your message is to be stored in your
SMS centre. This is useful when the

recipient is not connected to the network (and thus
cannot receive your message immediately).
Reply path

This feature is subscription dependent.

Allows you to set the Reply path option
On or Off. When On, it allows you to
transmit the number of your SMS

message centre together with the message. Your
correspondent can then reply using your own SMS
centre and not theirs. This speeds up the rate of
transmission.
Delivery report

This feature is subscription dependent.

Informs you via an SMS whether your
SMS was received or not. This option
can be set On or Off.

Allows 
of autom
the Arc

SMS Archive
Allows 
you sav
message

activating the Auto sa
selecting a received m
selecting Move to Arc

If not included in you
subscribe to an e-mai
Internet from a com
settings information f
all parameters are c
provider and/or opera
be entered as given.
If included in your s
enter the login, passw
e-mail account. In s
also be your e-mail se

Validity period

Reply path

Delivery report

E-Mail

Auto save SMS

SMS Archive
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ur mobile will only use the GSM or
rk for e-mail connections.

obile will first try to connect to the
 then to the GSM network if the
sn’t available when connecting.

ion you need to have both GSM and
nfigured.

is menu allows you to enter or
nge the GPRS settings
municated to you by your operator,

Login and Password. All settings must
en to you by your operator.

uring connections are mainly due to
eters: you should contact your
first use, in order to have the
S parameters.

is menu allows you to enter or
nge the GSM settings
municated to you by your operator,

 number, Auto disconnection, Login
ter them as defined.
Messages

Your phone might have been pre-configured. In this case,
most parameters are already set and you don’t have to
change them (except for Login, Password and E-mail
address which are up to you when creating an e-mail
account).

To enter text and numbers, including specific signs
such as @ or%, see the characters table described
page 20.

Settings
Network access
This menu allows you to configure your phone and to
handle the connection to the network, whether GSM
or GPRS, in order to then connect to the appropriate
server that will let you send and receive e-mails.

All options described below are operator and/or
subscription dependent.

1. Press ,, select Messages > E-mail > E-mail 1 >
Settings and press ,.

2. Select Network Access and press ,.

Bearer
This menu allows you to select the type
of network used when launching a
connection.

GSM or GPRS: yo
the GPRS netwo
GPRS first: your m
GPRS network,
GPRS network i

Selecting this opt
GPRS settings co

GPRS settings
Th
cha
com

which are: APN, 
be entered as giv

Error messages d
incorrect param
operator before 
appropriate GPR

GSM settings
Th
cha
com

which are: Phone
and Password. EnBearer

GPRS Settings

GSM Settings
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Phone Number: allows you to enter the phone number parameters are communicated to you by your service
 entered as given.
Messages > E-mail > E-mail 1 >
 ,.
er and press ,. The fields to
e the following: POP3 address,
Login, Password and E-Mail

ows you to enter the IP or DNS
OP3 server, which is used to

ows you to enter the IP or DNS
MTP server, which is used to

k-dependent! For an e-mail
if your phone operator is not your
t your operator to get the correct
ver and enter it in this field.

Password and E-mail address are
ubscribe to your account. Enter

u to rename the available e-mail
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provided by your ISP and needed to establish a
connection. Press + or  - to select:

- ISDN number to enter an ISDN ISP number,
OR

- Analogue No. to enter an analogic number,
then press ,.

Contact your ISP to know what type of number you
should select.

Auto disconnection: allows you to select an inactivity
time period after which the phone automatically
disconnects (if a connection was is progress) from the
network. Press + or  - to select a value from 3 to
10min. and press , to validate.

The lack of exchanges with the network (connecting,
sending an e-mail, disconnecting) defines the
inactivity time period leading to auto disconnection.

Login and Password were up to you when you
subscribed to your account. Enter them also as
defined.
E-mail server access
The menus described in this section feature settings
needed to connect to the e-mail server of your Internet
Service Provider (ISP) via your mobile phone. Most

provider and must be
1. Press ,, select 

Settings and press
2. Select E-Mail serv

be completed ar
SMTP address, 
address.

• POP3 address: all
address of the P
receive e-mails.

• SMTP address: all
address of the S
send e-mails.

WARNING ! Networ
connection via GPRS, 
e-mail provider, contac
address of the SMTP ser

In some cases, Login, 
up to you when you s
them as defined.
Account name
This menu allows yo
accounts.
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d an e-mail
e Send mail menu allows you to send
ails to one or several recipients at a
e, including with an attachment

cture. Once received, your messages
 and the attachments visualised with
oftware.
al recipients
lect Messages > E-mail, then E-mail 1
epending on the one you wish to

end mail and press ,.
elect Add addressee and press , to
t.

honebook «On SIM card», you will
cess any e-mail address, but an edit
w you to enter one. See “Contacts”
mation on phonebook selection.

e in the list and press , to add it
ing list or press c to cancel and
e previous sub-menu.
Addressees list, press , to Change
ddress or to Remove it from the list,
d addressee, press , to access the
again and add new names to the
Messages

An e-mail account might be preconfigured with the
name of your operator. In this case, its name cannot be
changed.

1. Press ,, select Messages > E-mail > E-mail 1 >
Settings > Account name and press ,.

2. Enter the new name in the edition window that
appears and press ,.

Advanced
The menus described in this section feature advanced
settings that may have been pre-configured, so you
shouldn’t have to change any of them.

If the fields of these menus are empty, or if you
encounter connection problems, contact your ISP.

Port POP3: allows you to enter the POP3 port
number, which is used to receive e-mails.
Port SMTP: allows you to enter the SMTP port
number, which is used to send e-mails.
DNS address: allows you to enter the DNS address of
the external data network you want to connect to.
SMPT authenticat.: allows you to activate/deactivate
the authentication process with the SMTP server.

In most European countries, this menu should be set to
Off: your e-mails will NOT be sent if set to On.
Contact your provider for complete information.

Write and sen
Th
e-m
tim

such as a jpeg pi
can be forwarded
the appropriate s
To one or sever
1. Press ,, se

or E-mail 2 d
use. Select S

2. Move -to s
access the lis

If you select the p
not be able to ac
window will allo
page 21 for infor

3. Select a nam
to your mail
go back to th

4. Back to the 
the e-mail a
or select Ad
phonebook 
mailing list.

Send mail
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5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 to add as many recipients as Settings menu while a connection is in progress. In this
st.

all settings you configured (see
2), you can receive calls during
. In this case, and if you accept
our phone switches to the call
he e-mail menu is closed; the
le when you hang up.

picture
 7 described above. Select Add
hic and press ,.
a list appears, showing the

BMP, GIF, AMR or Midi files.
e and/or sound of your choice

one JPEG file at a time. If you
enu before sending your e-mail,
 attachment) is deleted without

il or Send now and press , to

 e-mails
 are received on a server, which
st connect to in order to retrieve
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required.
6. Select Validate list and press ,. Then enter the

subject of your e-mail (you can leave this field
empty) and press ,.

7. In the next window, enter the text of your e-mail
(you can also leave this field empty). Press ,
when you are ready to send your e-mail.

To learn how to enter text, see “Text or number entry”
page 19. If you exit the Send e-mail menu before
sending your e-mail, its content is deleted without
being stored.

8. Select Modify mail and press , if you want to
change the content of your e-mail. This takes
you back to step 2: follow the instructions from
there to complete the list of recipients and send
your e-mail.

9. Select Send now and press , to send your
e-mail. Your mobile phone connects to the
Internet server, sends your e-mail to the names
present in your mailing list, then disconnects.

You can cancel this operation by pressing and holding
the c key. Your mobile will then disconnect from
the server, exit the e-mail menu and go back to idle.
Disconnection also occurs each time you enter the

case, your e-mail is lo

Depending on the c
“Call waiting” page 6
an e-mail connection
the incoming call, y
screen context and t
phone goes back to id
With a sound or a 
1. Repeat steps 1 to

sound or Add grap
2. In both cases, 

available JPEG, 
Select the pictur
and press ,.

You can only attach 
exit the Send e-mail m
its content (including
being stored.

3. Select Modify ma
confirm.

Receive and read
E-mails
you mu

Open mailbox
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 headers are pending: select one of
 options and press , to retrieve

thout any attachment may be
splayed in the details screen.

tion
ress ,, select Details and press ,
ddress it was sent from, the date and
as sent, its subject and the size of the
y. The following status icons may
 to each header:

ails
ply select one of the retrieved e-mail
ders and press ,. Then select Get
il and press , to download the
is operation to download each e-mail
 each selected header.

-mail can be downloaded.

-mail size is too large, it cannot be
loaded.

e-mail is marked to be deleted (see
51).
Messages

your e-mails on your mobile phone (some operators
send you a SMS when you receive a new e-mail). You
must first download the headers from the server
before retrieving the corresponding e-mails.
Connect to the server
Connection process
1. Press , and select Messages > E-mail, then E-

mail 1 or E-mail 2 depending on the one you wish
to use. Select Open mailbox and press ,.

Mailboxes 1 and 2 feature the same settings and
options. Configuring them differently will allow you
to have two different e-mail addresses from your
phone.

2. Your mobile phone automatically connects to
the e-mail server and downloads the e-mail
headers. If you didn’t receive any e-mail, List
empty is displayed on the screen. Otherwise, the
e-mail headers are displayed in the form of a list.

3. The total number of mails received and pending
on the server is displayed on the top of the
screen, as well as the number of pages needed to
display all headers.

4. Your mobile phone retrieves five e-mail headers
at a time. If Next (respectively Previous) appears
at the end (respectively beginning) of the list,

other e-mail
the available
them.

An e-mail wi
automatically di

Headers informa
Select a header, p
again to see the a
time at which it w
attachment if an
appear in regards

Download e-m
Sim
hea
ma

e-mail. Repeat th
corresponding to

[No icon] The e

The e
down

The 
page

Get mail
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 a picture before being able to
ure album menu. See “Picture
ore details. If there isn’t enough

ew picture, you must delete other
or picture) to release enough
save the new picture.

 accepted by your mobile phone
if it doesn’t have the right file
ng a picture via e-mail, proceed
ptimal results:
ived must have been saved in
IF format.
picture file should not exceed

il is attached to the one you
 five e-mails can be attached one
r). There isn’t any advanced
attached e-mail: it can be read,
nor forwarded.

PEG, BMP or GIF format is
is e-mail. Select the attached

list and press , twice to store
ile phone (you can rename it if
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You can also press , to access the e-mail header’s
carousel and select Get mail from the available options.
If the e-mail is too big (over 50 KB), it is rejected and
the download is cancelled.

Get and store attachments
If the e-mail you have received contains attachments
(JPEG picture, text file or another e-mail), they are
characterised by a specific icon:

You must have stored
view it via the Pict
album” page 54 for m
memory to store the n
items (name, event 
memory to be able to 

A picture may not be
if it is too large, or 
format. When receivi
as follows to obtain o
• The picture rece

JPEG, BMP or G
• The size of the 

50 KB.

Contains the details of the e-mail header (date
and time, sender’s e-mail address, etc.), press
, to display these details.

The text of the e-mail itself can be viewed as an
attachment, press , to read it. There isn’t
any advanced options in this situation: it can
be read, but not stored nor forwarded.

A text file (text only, «.txt» format) is attached
to the e-mail, press , to read it. There isn’t
any advanced options in this situation either.

The application needed to manage this
attachment isn’t available in your phone, or
the e-mail is too large to be uploaded.

Another e-ma
received (up to
after the othe
options for an 
but not stored 

A picture in J
attached to th
picture in the 
it in your mob
you wish).
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mail to be deleted and press , to
tions.
, and press , to confirm and mark
 be deleted. A small icon allows you
eader(s) of the list corresponding to
 to be deleted.

-mail to be deleted, select this option

exit the E-mail menu, you will be
firm deletion of the selected item(s)
ail server. Press , to confirm or

cel (in this case, the marked e-mails
the list and aren’t marked to be
more).

ail
ader of the e-mail you want to reply
 to access the options menu, then
nd press ,.
of the sender, which you can modify
e or several recipients” page 47), is
y added to the Addressees list. Select
nd press ,.
Messages

• The optimal size is 128 x 128 pixels, in order to
be displayed correctly. We recommend you use a
standard picture editing software to create the
size of the picture you want.

• Use a file name, a maximum of 10 characters.
You can then add an extension such as «.jpg».

Add an e-mail address to the phonebook

You must have selected the phonebook in your phone
to be able to add an e-mail address; this menu item
will NOT appear if you selected the SIM phonebook.

You can add the sender’s e-mail address
to your phonebook, even when you
haven’t yet downloaded his e-mail

(retrieving the header only is sufficient to access the
e-mail address).
1. Select an e-mail header, then press , to access

the carousel options.
2. Select Add to names and press ,. Then select:

•<new> to create a new name, enter first and last
name then add the associated e-mail address,
or

•a name in the list and press , to add the
e-mail address to this name card. If it already
contains an e-mail address, you will be
prompted to press , to replace it.

Delete e-mails
1. Select the e-

access the op
2. Select Delete

the e-mail to
to spot the h
the e-mail(s)

To unmark the e
again.

3. When you 
asked to con
from the e-m
c to can
remain in 
deleted any 

Reply to an e-m
1. Select the he

to, press ,
select Reply a

2. The address 
(see “To on
automaticall
Validate list a

Add to names
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3. A new screen appears, that contains the subject Reception
you to set the reception of cell
st messages On or Off. When
u must define one or several
s described below.

you to define the type of
s you want to receive. To define
type, select <New>, enter the
he operator, and, if desired,
ou select an existing type in the
r delete it. You can enter up to
 the list. To obtain the codes
e different types, contact your

you to select the type of
s you would like to be
ently displayed on the idle
or this special treatment of the
ter the type in both the District
enu.
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of the received e-mail preceded with Re: standing
for «Reply». Press ,.

4. Enter the text of your mail, then press , to
send it: select Send now and press , to send
your reply.

Forward an e-mail
In order to forward an e-mail to another recipient,
you must first have downloaded it (see “Download
e-mails” page 49). From the Forward to option,
proceed as described above in “Reply to an e-mail”.

In both cases (reply to an e-mail or forward it), your
phone will disconnect from the server when reaching
the network inactivity time out set in the Auto
disconnection menu (see “Bearer” page 45). It will
reconnect to this server when sending the e-mail.

The Broadcast SMS feature is network-dependent.

You can Activate or Deactivate the
reception of SMS broadcast regularly
transmitted to all subscribers on the
network.

Allows 
broadca
On, yo
topics a

Topics
Allows 
message
a new 

code provided by t
associate a name. If y
list, you can change o
15 different types in
corresponding to th
operator.
District codes

Allows 
message
perman

screen. As a result, f
message, you must en
code and the Topics m

Broadcast Message

Broadcast SMS

Reception

Topics

District Code
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ge. The phone will automatically go
creen.

cond SMS while you are reading one,
xit the first one or reply to it. The
ll then display the second message.
Messages

Allows you to set the Instant message feature On or Off.
When On, any short message (SMS) you receive is
automatically displayed in idle mode.
Scroll down to read it, and quickly reply by pressing
, twice: first to enter the edition screen, then to

send your messa
back to the idle s

If you receive a se
press c to e
mobile phone wi

Instant message
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dard Pictures folder cannot be
s are stored in Own Pictures. If
ace to store a new picture, you
r pictures to release memory.

enu allows you to manage and
o the sounds stored in your
phone. 
of the available sub-menus, the
as a text list. Press + or - to go
ous sound and wait for a few

nd the selected picture via
l (see “E-Mail” page 44 for
).

d the selected picture via MMS
MS” page 11 for details)

et the selected picture as
per (this option must be set On
ings > Display, see page 30).
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9 • Multimedia

JPEG pictures must have the correct size and format
for your mobile phone to store and display them
correctly. Please check “Get and store attachments”
page 50 for complete information on this subject.

This menu allows you to manage and
display the pictures stored in your
mobile phone.

When entering one of the available sub-menus, the
pictures stored in your phone are displayed as a text
list. To access the graphical display, select a picture in
the list and press >. Then press + or - to go to the
next or previous picture, or < to go back to the text
list.
Press , to access the following options:

Pictures in the Stan
deleted. New picture
there isn’t enough sp
must delete some othe

This m
listen t
mobile 

When entering one 
sounds are displayed 
to the next or previ

Picture album

Rename To Rename it: press ,, enter a name
and press , again.

Delete To Delete the selected picture.

Picture Album

Send by Email
To se
E-mai
details

Send by MMS To sen
(see “M

Set as
wallpaper

To s
Wallpa
in Sett

Sound album

Sound Album
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is menu allows you to display the
centage of memory available in your
ne. Several features share the mobile

s and sound album, recorded memos
 voice commands, messages you have
ne, phonebook and organiser entries,

ne is supplied with many sounds and
 only delete sounds or pictures in the
 Own Melodies folders, e.g., to free
 your own sounds and pictures.

ck the memory status. The display
ercentage of memory free and the

emory in KB. Press , again and
led list of memory used by each

ars when saving a new item or to free
ou must delete an item to be able to
ew one.

atus
Multimedia

seconds for the sound to be played. Select a sound and
press , to access the following options.

You will not be able to send sounds that are protected
by a copyright. Sounds in the Standard melodies folder
cannot be deleted.

Press , to launch the Demo movie.

If you turned the phone on without having inserted a
SIM card, this menu is available in the first menu
level.

Th
per
pho

capacity: picture
and voice tags for
stored in the pho
games, etc.

Your mobile pho
pictures. You can
Own Pictures or
memory space for

Press , to che
shows you the p
phone’s total m
access the detai
feature.

If «List full» appe
memory space, y
create or add a n

Rename To Rename it: press ,, enter a name
and press , again.

Delete To Delete the selected sound.

Set as ringer To set the selected sound as Ringer.

Set as
messages
ringer

To set the selected sound as Messages
ringer (this option must be set On in
Settings > Sounds, see page 28).

Demo mode

Demo mode

Memory St

Memory status
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sound. Follow the instructions on the screen and press
s recorded. You can then  Delete

ly saved cannot be sent by MMS.
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This menu allows you to record a sound
of 1 min. maximum, and up to 20
different sounds, depending on the
Memory status.

Press , and select Multimedia > Sound recording,
then press ,again. Select <New> to record a new

, once your sound i
or Rename it.

Voice memos previous

Sound recording

Sound recording
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es using the keypad. Calculator
decimal places and is rounded up to
al figure. Press c to correct the
nd hold 0 to get the dot. Press
wice to return to idle mode.

is menu allows you to set the alarm
ck. Press , and select Games &
pli > Alarm clock, then press + or - to
 the time, then press , and select:
ates the alarm at a set hour on a set

ctivates the alarm at a set hour every
week,
ays activates the alarm at a set hour
ys only.
of the alarm alerts: select an item in
ed, and press , to confirm your

By pressing the * key 4 times.

By pressing the # key.

k

Games & Appli.

10 • Games & Appli.

The -> Euro menu enables you to
convert a sum into Euros by entering
the amount and pressing ,.
The <- Euro menu enables you to
convert a sum from Euros by entering
the amount and pressing ,.

The currency used for the conversion is determined by
the country where you have subscribed. The Euro
converter is available upon subscription and only in
countries using the Euro.

This menu provides the following
functions:

Enter the figur
accuracy is to 2 
the higher decim
numbers. Press a
and hold c t

Th
clo
Ap

activate it. Enter
- Once activ

day,
- Every day a

day of the 
- On weekd

on weekda
Then select one 
the list if requir
choice.

Euro converter

Calculator

Addition By pressing the * key.

Subtraction By pressing the * key twice.

Multiplication By pressing the * key 3 times.

-> Euro

Euro ->

Calculator

Division

Equals

Alarm cloc

Alarm clock
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ies to Meeting and ToDo events.
er depends on the time set and
en. As such, it will be updated
 zones (see “Time and date”

 set the Repeat Event option for
ess ,.
be listed using start time and

vents list,
 c to go back to the idle

o 5 to create more events.

he mobile capacity and memory
honebook, picture album, sound,
ence, all features are inter-
vents you create, the less names,

u can store, and vice-versa. 299
 of events + names you can store.
 delete an event (or name) to be
w one. To check the memory
phone, press , and select
 status.
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The alarm clock will ring even if you turned off your
phone, and even if the Ringer volume is set to Off (see
page 28). Press any key to stop the alarm ringing.

Create a new event
The Events menu allows to create events
and store them in your organiser.
Events can be Meetings, Holidays or

ToDos. When the organiser alert is On (see page 29),
a beep alerts you when an event is due.
1. Select Organiser > Events > <New> and press
,.

2. Select the type of event to create (Holiday,
Meeting, ToDo) and press ,.

3. Enter the starting and ending date & time of the
event and press ,, enter the text concerning
the event (e.g. «Meeting with Smith») and press
,.

4. The Set Reminder menu reminds you of events
via alerts triggered at the chosen time. Move  <
or  >, set the Reminder for this event and press
,.

This menu only appl
Note that the remind
displayed on the scre
when changing time
page 38).

5. Move  < or  > to
this event and pr

6. The events will 
date. From the e
- press and hold

screen,
- repeat steps 2 t

The organiser shares t
with other features (p
etc.). As a consequ
dependent: the more e
memos or pictures yo
is the maximum total
If «List full» appears,
able to create a ne
available in your 
Multimedia > Memory

Organiser

Organiser
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 appear, press ,, then select Delete
 to confirm: only the past occur-

 selected event are deleted.
 a future occurrence: select a future
f an event and press ,. When the
 appear, press ,, then select Delete

 to confirm: all occurrences of the
t are deleted.

nts
u can also delete past events by
cting Delete past at the first level of
 Organiser menu. In this case, enter
e (past or future) from which all
ill be deleted and press ,twice to
receding this date.

ents set in your organiser, enter a
everal years ahead (e.g., 3st of
). This way, you make sure all events
te are deleted at once.

eek view and Month view display in
format all events stored in your
play events in these views, proceed as

ew of your choice and press ,.
Games & Appli.

Modify an event
Change an event

When creating an event, not all fields
are available, this is designed so make
creating a new event quicker. When

changing an event, these further options become
available.

1. To change an event, select the event of your
choice and press ,.

2. When your phone displays the details of the
selected event, press ,, select Change and press
, again.

Changing a repeated event will also modify all
instances of this event: in this case, press , to
confirm.

3. Change any information as needed and as
described above.

Deleting an event
Deleting a single event
Select the event of your choice and press , twice.
Then select Delete and press , to confirm.

Deleting a repeated event
• By selecting a past occurrence: select a past

occurrences of an event and press ,. When the

event details
and press ,
rences of the

• By selecting
occurrence o
event details
and press ,
selected even

Deleting past eve
Yo
sele
the

the starting dat
previous events w
delete all events p

To delete all ev
starting date s
December, 2010
preceding this da

Views of events
The Day view, W
the respective 
organiser. To dis
follows:
1. Select the vi

Change

Delete past
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2. Once you entered the selected view, move  < or

scription dependent. As such its
 vary.

enu gives you access to the brick
The object of the game is to
 the bricks by hitting them with
.
royed the last brick, you access
sed are the following:

ove the racket left or right.

row the ball left or right. Press
 of these keys to start the game.

ause the game; pause time is
d to 2 min. after which the
 returns to idle mode and the

 is lost.
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> to display the previous or next day, week or
month.

3. Press , to display the list of corresponding
events or to create a new one.

Time zone
Although changing time zones is
necessary when travelling a lot, be aware
that it will impact all organiser

reminders: the event alarms will be updated
depending on the time displayed on the screen (see
“Time and date” page 38).

This menu can be sub
icon and content may

This m
game. 
destroy
the ball

When you have dest
the next level. Keys u

Time zone

Brick Game

4 and 6 To m

* and #
To th
either

0

To p
limite
screen
game

Brick Game
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llows you to choose in which
you want to divert incoming calls.
e available: If no reply (you haven’t

l), If not reachable (your network isn’t
sy (you are already on the phone and
n doesn’t include the call waiting
ven’t activated it). Each option can

ntly.
e selected either Conditional or
oose whether you want to divert calls
lbox or to another phone number, or
rward.

ows you to display the status of all
 forwarding.

is menu allows you to enter your
ce mailbox numbers (if not available
 your SIM card).

u might have to enter two numbers:
ur mailbox, the other one to forward
ur operator for more information on
Call information

11 • Call information

This menu allows you to set all the call
options (call forward, waiting, etc.).

Call forward
Allows you to divert incoming calls
either to your mailbox or to a number
(whether in your Contacts or not) and

applies to: Data calls, Voice calls and Fax calls.

Before activating this option, you must enter your
voice mailboxes’ numbers (see “Mailboxes” page 61).
This feature is subscription dependent, and different
from the call transfer, which takes place when one/
several calls are in progress.

Unconditional
The unconditional option will divert all the incoming
calls.

Warning! When selecting this option, you will not
receive any calls at all until you deactivate it.

Conditional
This option a
circumstance(s) 
Three options ar
replied to the cal
available) or If bu
your subscriptio
option or you ha
be set independe
Once you hav
Unconditional, ch
to your voice mai
cancel the call fo
Status

All
call

Mailboxes
Th
voi
on

In some cases, yo
one to listen to yo
calls. Contact yo
this subject.

Call settings

Call settings

Call forward

Status

Mailboxes
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Auto redial When this option is active, you hear a beep if someone
le already on a call. Select the
d out whether the GSM call
t. 

ription-dependent. Contact your

you to Activate or Deactivate the
iting for voice incoming calls
GPRS connection in ongoing.

you to Show or Hide your
 to your correspondent. The
ption will inform you if this

n is activated or not.

enu provides you with the list of
g and incoming calls, as well as
s at auto redialling and call
ade, missed and received) are
gical order with the most recent
hen the Call list is empty the
pty.
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Allows you to set the auto redial On or
Off. When On and if the person you are
calling is busy, your phone

automatically redials this number until a successful
connection is made, or until the maximum number of
attempts is reached (10). The phone emits one beep at
the beginning of each attempt and one special beep if
the connection is successful.

The time between redials increases with each attempt.

Any key answer
Allows you to accept a call by pressing
any key, except ), used to reject a
call.

Call waiting
Call waiting is managed differently
depending on the type of network
(GSM or GPRS) you have selected.

With GSM call 
Allows you to Activate or Deactivate the
call waiting and applies to: All calls,
Voice calls, Fax calls and Data calls.

tries to call you whi
Status option to fin
waiting is active or no

This function is subsc
operator.

With GPRS call
Allows 
call wa
while a 

Caller ID
Allows 
identity
Status o
functio

This m
outgoin
attempt

details. The calls (m
displayed in chronolo
on top of the list. W
screen displays List em

Autoredial

Any key answer

Call waiting

With GSM call

Call list

With GPRS call

Caller ID

Call List
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is menu allows you to handle the cost
 duration of your calls.

s
is menu gives you access to the
ions described below.

 Counters do not include WAP
st options mentioned below are
ndent.

ect this option and press , to Show
Reset the time duration of Outgoing
Incoming calls.
ation

bscription dependent.

is menu allows you to display the
ration and/or cost of your last call.

bscription dependent.

rs
Call information

Call list
From the main carousel, press , then
select Call Info > Call list > Call list to
display the call list. Use + and - arrows

to scroll the list and press , again to consult the
date, time, number, call status of any selected call and
to know if it was sent or received. Press , for access
to a carousel which allows you to Call this
correspondent, Send a SMS, Delete the selected call or
Store the associated number.

Reset
Press,, select Call Info > Call list, then
Reset. Press,twice to reset.

The phone stores the last 30 numbers in the Call list,
the most recent number being displayed first. You can
redial directly any of these numbers. In idle screen,
move + to access the Call list. If a number listed is also
in your Contacts, the corresponding name is displayed.
Move + or - to select the number to redial and press
(. Press ) to hang up.

Th
and

GSM counter
Th
opt

The GSM Call
connections. Mo
subscription-depe

Total duration
Sel
or 
or 

Last call inform

This feature is su

Th
du

Info at call end

This feature is su

Call list

Reset

Call counte

Call counters

GSM counters

Total duration

Last call info
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Allows you to activate or deactivate the

ption and network dependent.

enu allows you to select either
he following options:

ption will display the last
ion session or transfer volume
mobile phone (e.g., after a WAP
ion over GPRS).

ption will display the last
ion session or transfer volume
 PC transmission.

anaged by your mobile phone
 ones used by your operator. You
der the call counters displayed on
ive items, but NOT as the actual

s you to set or change the rate
nit. First enter the currency used
e characters maximum) then
 the cost per unit.
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systematic display of the length and/or
cost of each call when hanging up.

Total cost

This feature is subscription dependent.

Allows you to display the accumulated
cost and to set the counter to zero. It
may be protected by PIN or PIN2

codes.

GPRS counters

This feature is subscri

This m
one of t

Last mobile session
This o
connect
of your 
connect

Last PC session
This o
connect
of your

The call counters m
might differ from the
should therefore consi
the screen as informat
charge rate basis.

Shows how much has been spent,
having established the charge rate.

Allows you to reset the current Total
cost to 0; requires your PIN2 code.

Allows you to check the remaining
credit (compared with previously set
limit).
Allows you to cancel the cost limit. It
may be protected by PIN or PIN2
codes (depending on your
subscription).

Allows you to enter the cost limit used
in the Show balance menu.

Info at call end

Total cost

Show

Reset

Show balance

Cancel cost limit

Cost limit

Allow
per u
(thre
enter

Charge rate

GPRS counters

Mobile session

PC session
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elect Operator Services > WAP >
ress ,.

 phone will connect to the network
ng to the Access settings you have
the menu Settings > Network (see

r is launched and an animation
your phone is connecting to your
mepage.
 - to navigate the on-line pages, and
select a highlighted item.
to return to the previous page.

ssion
session, press and hold c, OR
ct Options > Exit and press , to

s the link to the first WAP site you
launching WAP from the idle screen.
his menu item of the WAP services
igured and will connect directly to

AP homepage.
this default homepage by specifying
RL address of another homepage,
WAP

12 • WAP
Your mobile phone supports services
based on the Wireless Application
Protocol (WAP). The built-in WAP

browser allows you to access services supplied with
your network, such as news, sports, weather, etc.

Your mobile phone readily supports the WAP function
if it is included in your subscription; if your phone was
pre-configured, it shouldn’t be necessary for you to
change the settings described in this section.
With some operators, WAP parameters can be set
remotely. Please check directly with your operator for
detailed information.

This main menu of the WAP browser allows you to
configure the settings related to WAP, connect to
your operator’s homepage, define bookmarks for
direct and faster connections, etc.

Launch a WAP session
1. To launch a WAP session, press and hold the
@ key while in idle mode.

You can also s
Homepage and p

2. Your mobile
and accordi
defined in 
page 36).

3. The browse
shows that 
operator’s ho

4. Move  + or 
press , to 

5. Press c 

End a WAP se
To end a WAP 
press @, sele
confirm.

Homepage
The Homepage i
will access when 
In most cases, t
menu is preconf
your operator’s W
You can change 
the name and U

Internet services

WAP
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which will then replace the current one (see “Save as Use bookmarks
AP site you have stored as a
ect it in the list and press , to
n.

 to enter a WAP site address, to
ct directly when selecting it and
s a quick way to access WAP
ing them as bookmarks.
nter the URL address of the
e.
ect to this page.

enter in this menu and connect
ppear in a list: select one of the
 reconnect to the corresponding
 to enter the complete address

ge the Homepage name and

art entering the new name. An
atically appears.

the name you entered.
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homepage” page 69).

Bookmarks
This menu allows you to store your favourite WAP
site addresses, rename them if desired and access them
quickly from the list.

This can also be done while browsing: press @ to
access the Options, then select Bookmarks. In this case,
the Name and URL fields will be automatically filled
in with the information contained in the page you are
browsing.

Add bookmarks
1. Select WAP > Bookmarks > Add bookmark and

press ,.
2. Start entering the new name: an edit screen

automatically appears.
3. Press , to save the name you entered.
4. Press - to move to the address field and proceed

the same way to enter the WAP address.
Manage bookmarks
This menu allows you to Delete the stored
bookmarks, or to Edit them in order to change their
name and/or address. In both cases, press , to
confirm.

To connect to a W
bookmark, simply sel
launch the connectio

Enter address
This menu allows you
which you can conne
pressing ,. This i
addresses without sav
1. Press , and e

desired homepag
2. Press , to conn

All the addresses you 
to at least once, will a
items and press , to
page, without having
again.

Settings
Edit Homepage
Allows you to chan
address:
1. Press , and st

edit screen autom
2. Press , to save 
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obile will first try to connect to the
 then to the GSM network if the
sn’t available when connecting.

tion requires you to have configured
PRS settings. See page 36 for details.

ecify a proxy gateway address to be
hing a WAP connection using the
Press , and enter the address of
 press , to confirm.

 to enter a dot «.»

cify a proxy port number, in case the
ing requires a different port number.
ter the number of your choice, then
irm.

 and press , to display the list of
 certificates. Select one of the items in
 , to display its details or delete it.
WAP

3. Back to the Edit Homepage menu, press - to
move to the address field and proceed the same
way to change the address.

Select Profile
This menu allows you to select one of the available
profiles, and to then define the connection settings for
each of them: scroll + or - to choose the profile of
your choice, then press < or > to select / deselect it
and press , to confirm.

All connection settings described below will apply to
the selected profile, which you can then rename for
easier identification.

Connection
Select connection
Allows you to select one of the data profiles you have
defined in Settings > Access settings (see page 36 for
detailed information on this subject).
In the list that appears, select the connection setting of
your choice and press , to confirm. 

Bearer
Allows you to select the type of network used by the
selected profile when launching a connection.
GSM or GPRS: your mobile will only use the GSM or
the GPRS network for WAP connections.

GPRS first: your m
GPRS network,
GPRS network i

Selecting this op
both GSM and G

Proxy address
Allows you to sp
used when launc
selected profile. 
your choice, then

Press and hold 0

Proxy port
Allows you to spe
proxy you are us
Press , and en
press , to conf
Security
Certificates
Select this menu
installed security
the list and press
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Session info Push inbox
u to read and manage messages
you by the network and / or by

 informed that you received a
ess , to read it.
t Operator Services > WAP >
> Push inbox and press , to

messages.

riority feature an exclamation
e read / unread icon.

 browse the list and select the
choice, press , to read it.
contains a WAP address (or

to connect to the corresponding

 the push messages, select Push
essages and press ,.
e to be deleted and press , to

net pages, press the @ key to
cribed below.
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Allows you to display information about the current
WAP session: security type, class, etc. Press c to
go back one page.

Current certificate
Allows you to display the currently used security
certificate. Press c to go back one page.
Rename Profile
This menu allows you to rename the currently
selected profile: enter the new name (an edit screen
automatically appears), then press , to save the
name you entered.
Browser Options
This menu allows you to activate/deactivate the
downloading of images attached to WAP pages. Select
Never or Always and press , to confirm your choice.

Selecting Never will speed up the global downloading
time of the pages browsed.

Cache
This menu allows you to empty an area of the phone’s
memory where the pages browsed during a WAP
session are stored. Select Clear cache and press , to
confirm your choice.

This menu allows yo
automatically sent to 
your operator.
1. If you have been

push message, pr
2. Otherwise, selec

Internet services 
access the list of 

Messages with high p
mark together with th

3. Press + or - to
message of your 

4. If the message 
URL), press , 
WAP site.

5. To delete one of
Inbox > Manage m

6. Select the messag
confirm.

While browsing Inter
access the options des

Options
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he Internet services menu, the
ame will be the first item on the list.

 key while in idle mode to
matically to this page.

WAP sites, this menu option allows
ges embedded in the pages that are

sing, scroll + or - to select the

cture is highlighted, press @ to
ptions. Select Save as... and press ,.
 picture if desired and press , to
 Picture Album.

end a WAP session: press , to
uit WAP.

l
a call whilst connected to WAP:
the call will quit the WAP

and disconnect the current session.
will return to the last browsed page
ng up, but the connection itself will

e call will bring you back to the
en.
WAP

The menus that are common to both Internet services
and Options menus are described in the above section.

Homepage
Gives you direct access to the Homepage of the WAP
site you are currently browsing.

Back
Brings you back to the previously browsed page.

You must have browsed at least 2 pages for this option
to be available.

Forward
Takes you to the next browsed page (e.g., when you
have previously selected Back).

Refresh
Will reload the currently browsed page from its
original server.

Save as homepage
This menu option allows you to save the currently
browsed WAP page as the default homepage. 
1. Select Save as homepage and press ,. The URL

address of the page you are browsing
automatically appears in the Address field.

2. Enter a name for this homepage and press ,.

3. Back on t
homepage n
Press the @
connect auto

Save as...
When browsing 
you to save ima
displayed.
1. While brow

picture.
2. Once the pi

access the O
3. Rename the

save it in the

Exit
Allows you to 
confirm and to q

Receive a cal
When receiving 
1. Answering 

application 
Your phone 
when you ha
be lost.

2. Rejecting th
preview scre
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Press * 6 1 #, then (, to activate the
 no reply.

 #, then (, to activate the
 unreachable.

ork operator for detailed
 strings.

s (such as phone answering
 require your phone to transmit
 Tone Multi Frequency), also
tones”. These are used to
rds, callback numbers, caller

 tones at any time during a call
e keys 0 to 9, * and
ttach a DTMF sequence to a
e dialling it (or storing it in the
e number and the DTMF part
a wait character.
racters
 wait character, press and hold
s w for a wait and p for a pause.

terprets the first pause character
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13 • Operator services
Most items of the Operator Services menu (e.g.
Service numbers, Services +) are subscription-
dependent and specific to operators: your mobile
phone readily supports them if they are included in
your subscription. Consequently, the menus shown
following may or may not be available. Contact your
network operator for detailed information on
availability and rates.

The services provided may involve making a phone
call or sending a SMS for which you may be charged.

The phone supports standard GSM strings that can be
sent from the keypad to the network and used to
activate services provided by the network.
• Example n° 1
Press * 4 3 #, then (, to activate the
Call Waiting service.
• Example n° 2
Press * # 3 1 #, then (, to know if
the mobile identification has been sent.
• Example n° 3

feature call forward if
• Example n° 4
Press * 6 2
feature call forward if

Contact your netw
information on GSM

Some phone service
machines and pagers)
DTMF tones (Dual
known as “touch 
communicate passwo
choices, and so on.
You can send DTMF
by pressing any of th
#. You can also a
phone number befor
Contacts). The phon
must be separated by 
Pause and wait cha
To obtain a pause or
#. The display show
The phone always in

GSM strings

DTMF tones
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isplayed at the bottom of the screen.
number is then dialled.
tween the two calls, press , then
 calls. Each time that you toggle

ll to another, the active call is placed
d the call which was on hold is

 the active line, press ). The
is hung up and the call on hold
ch.
all on hold, use Switch calls to reach
 ).

ber can be dialled either from the

, by pressing -, then selecting the
,
pressing +, then selecting the number

receive another call when already in
(if this feature is available with your
hen you receive a second call the

econd call
Operator services

as a wait character. When you dial a number
containing a wait character, your phone dials the first
part (the phone number) and then waits for the call to
be connected before sending the rest of the digits as
DTMF tones. Any subsequent pause character is an
ordinary pause that generates a delay of 2.5 seconds.
For example: access your answering machine
To hear all messages (e.g. code 3) on your answering
machine (password 8421) at phone number
12345678, you could call: 12345678w8421p3.
The phone dials 12345678 and waits for the call to be
connected. When connected, the phone transmits
8421 (the password), pauses 2.5 seconds, and then
sends the last digit. If you find that 2.5 seconds is not
long enough for your needs, you can enter several
pause characters one after the other to increase the
pause time.

You can make a second call during an active call or
during a call on hold. You can switch between the two
calls (the cost displayed on the screen depends on local
charge rate).
1. While already on the phone, dial a number then

press (. The first call is put on hold and the

number is d
The second 

2. To toggle be
select Switch
from one ca
on hold an
activated.

3. To hang up
active line 
remains as su

4. To end the c
it, then press

Notes:
The second num
keypad or from:
- the phonebook
name to be called
- the Call list, by 
to be called.

You are able to 
communication 
subscription). W

Make a second call

Answer a s
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phone emits an alert beep and the screen displays Call

nt

tion and one call being on hold,
d call. The phone emits an alert

end one of the calls before being
ird one or introduce the calling
ce (see below). This service is

nt communications (one active

nt

 activate the conference call by
 consecutive outgoing calls, or
 from a multiparty call context.
five members at the same time
ce with ). At this point all
.
onsecutive outgoing calls, first
l with the first number of the
 first member is on line, initiate
ribed in “Make a second call”
nd call is engaged, press , and

d call

ll
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waiting.

To receive a second call, you must have:
- subscribed to this feature,
- deactivated the Call forward option for voice calls
(see page 65),
- activated the Call waiting option (see page 66).

If you receive a second call, press,, then you can:
accept the second call: the first one is put on hold, the
second one is active. If you want to toggle between the
two calls, press,then select Switch calls. Each time
you toggle from one call to another, the active call is
put on hold and the call which was on hold is then
activated. To introduce the new caller into a
conference press,and select Conference.
• reject the second call
• end the active call, then your incoming call is

ringing.

 Notes:
- If you also wish to answer the incoming call, press
(; to reject it, press ).
- If you have activated call forwarding ‘If Busy’ (see
“Call forward” page 65), you will never receive second
calls since they are always forwarded when the line is
busy.

Subscription depende

While in communica
you may receive a thir
beep. You can either 
able to answer the th
party into a conferen
limited to two curre
and one on hold).

Subscription depende

You can
making
create it

You may have up to 
and end the conferen
calls are disconnected
In order to make c
initiate a normal cal
conference. When the
a second call as desc
above. When the seco

Answer a thir

Conference ca

Conference
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 to confirm, or select Private call to
all with this member only (other
 on hold).

endent

 an active call and a call on hold. You
 when the transfer is completed.
ss ,, select Transfer and press ,.

fferent from the Call forward, which
 you pick up the call (see page 65).

l transfer
Operator services

select Conference. Repeat the above process until five
members are connected.
If there is an incoming call during the conference call
and there are less than five members, you can accept
this new call by pressing ,. Press , again and then
select Conference to add this member to the
conference call. If there is an incoming call during a
conference with five members already connected, you
can answer this new incoming call, but not add it to
the conference.
While a conference call is in progress, press , to
access the Conf. members options. Disconnect a
member of the conference by selecting Remove party

and pressing ,
have a private c
members are put

Subscription dep

You can connect
are disconnected
During a call pre

This feature is di
takes place before

Explicit cal



Taking pictures

ated to the camera, a long press
l cancel any current action and
 mode.

Press * to toggle between
Night and Normal mode.

Press # to switch from
VGA to QVGA to SQVGA to
128 x 128.

Press m when camera
mode active.

Press m right after the
shot.

Press c right after the
shot.

Press , right after the shot.

Press , when camera mode
active.

Press 0.
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14 • Taking pictures

The camera is an accessory, that is NOT included as
standard in the package when purchasing the phone.
Please contact you local dealer to buy a camera.
None of the settings, features or options described in
the present chapter will be available if you’re not using
a camera with your phone.

Your mobile phone supports a digital camera that
allows you to take pictures, store them in your phone,
use them as wallpaper or send them to your friends
and relatives.

How to...

Within any menu rel
on the c key wil
bring you back to idle

Camera management

Activate/deactivate
the camera

Plug/unplug it into the
connector as shown page 75.

If the camera was already
plugged, long press the m
key to reactivate it.

Zoom in/out
Press the navigation key +
(up) or - (down).

Change the camera
mode

Change the
screen resolution

Take a picture

Save the picture

Delete the picture

Access the shot
options

Access the camera
settings

Activate/deactivate
the self-timer
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iples

key presses described in the present
cable only when the camera mode is
the preview is displayed on the screen.

des are available: Normal and Night
 to ambiant light level, press * to
modes, which are reflected by the
ns (sun & moon) in the bottom of

ion
ture size of the standard format is
# to switch to VGA (640 x 480
 (320 x 240 pixels) or to SQ VGA
). The Picture resolution you select is

bottom right corner of the screen.

om option is available only in VGA
0 pixels). If you have selected this
the navigation key + or - to zoom in

ots
Taking pictures

Plug in the camera
Simply plug the camera jack into the headset socket
on the mobile phone (right hand side), as shown
below. Then press m to display the camera
preview screen, and rotate the camera right or left to
get the shot you want.

The lens of the camera is automatically focused. 

Icons displayed on top and bottom of the screen allow
you to check the Camera mode, the Picture resolution,
the Zoom mode and the Self-timer activation.

General princ

All options and 
section are appli
active, i.e. when 

Camera mode
Two camera mo
mode. According
toggle between 
camera mode ico
the screen.
Picture resolut
The default pic
128 x 128. Press 
pixels) to Q VGA
(160 x 120 pixels
displayed in the 
Zoom mode
This one-level zo
mode (640 x 48
resolution, press 
or out.

Pictures sh
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4. Then press c or m again to go back to

 option is On, press m to
ss 0 if the option is Off).
 starts at -5 seconds (this value
ed). A beep is played 2 seconds
e is taken, then again when it’s

e customized via the camera
press c to stop the timer and
de or press 0 to just stop the

 is shot, follow the instructions
2 of the previous section.
s
es you can save in the phone will
e settings you have configured:
ion, the bigger the file size.

ou if there isn’t enough memory
u have just taken. In this case,

a (sounds, images, etc.) before
e. Select Multimedia > Memory
mory available in your phone.
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The zoom icon is highlighted when the zoom is
activated. Zoom out is available only after a zoom in.

Self-timer
This option allows you to set the Self-timer option On
or Off (see below for details). 

Take a picture
With the m key
1. If the self-timer option is Off, press the m

key to take a picture, which is then automatically
displayed on the screen.

2. The number in the upper black bar of the screen
shows its row. The pictures will be named in the
Own pictures menu «img_1.jpg», etc., up to 999.

This does not mean you can take up to 999 pictures
(see “Number of pictures” below), but that pictures,
including the ones you delete, are numbered up to
999. Numbering will then restart from 1 on.

3. You can then choose to:
- press c to Delete the picture you have

taken,
- press m to Save it,
- press , to access the list of available options,

including sending the picture you have just
taken.

preview mode.
With the self-timer
1. If the self-timer

activate it (or pre
2. The count-down

cannot be chang
before the pictur
actually shot.

Beep alarms can b
settings. At any time, 
go back to preview mo
timer.

3. Once the picture
starting at point 

Number of picture
The number of pictur
vary according to th
the higher the resolut

A message will warn y
to store the picture yo
you must delete dat
storing a new pictur
status to check the me
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more pictures: if you haven’t
 the camera, long press m to
the preview screen, otherwise
e camera.

settings that are available directly
w screen as described above, several
 you to set other options. Press ,
 mode is active to access them.
 an option, and press , for the next
ken using this mode, or c to

choose a mode available from the
r, Black & white, Sepia and Blue. The
lied to the picture according to the
 (e.g., Sepia will take a brown and
ving the impression of an old-times
ault mode is Colour.

e
oose one of the two modes available:
t. The default mode is Normal.
Taking pictures

Review the pictures
The pictures you save are automatically stored in the
Multimedia > Picture album > Own pictures menu.
Select a picture in the list and press > to access the
graphical display. Then press + or - to go to the next
or previous picture, or , to Send, Delete or Rename
the picture. Press < to go back to the text list.

Receive a call
When receiving a call while using the camera:
1. Answering the call will quit any action linked to

the camera: picture preview, picture shot, self-
timer, options browsing, etc. Your phone will
return to idle when you hang up. If you had
taken a picture that was not yet saved, it will be
lost.

2. Rejecting the call will also quit any action linked
to the camera, and will bring you back to the
preview screen.

Make a call
1. To make a call, you must first long press c

or disconnect the camera to go back to the idle
screen. 

2. Then enter the number or select a name of your
phonebook, press ( to dial and press )
to hang up.

3. To take 
disconnected
reactivate 
reconnect th

Further to the 
within the previe
menus also allow
while the camera
In all cases, select
picture to be ta
cancel.

Colour mode
Allows you to 
following: Colou
effect will be app
mode you chose
beige picture, gi
picture). The def

Camera mod
Allows you to ch
Normal and Nigh

Settings
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Sounds (320 x 240 pixels), SQ VGA (160 x 120 pixels) and
t mode is 128 x 128.

se an image quality available
 Low, Medium, High. The default

76.
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Both Alert and Shoot sounds can be set from this
menu. The first one occurs 2 seconds before the
picture is taken, the second one when it’s shot.
In both cases, select On, and press , to access the list
of available sounds. Select one of the sounds, or
<New> to create a new sound, then press , to
activate it.

Picture resolution
Allows you to choose a resolution available among the
following: VGA (640 x 480 pixels), Q VGA

128 x 128. The defaul

Picture quality
Allows you to choo
among the following:
mode is Medium.

Self-timer
See “Self-timer” page
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prevent unauthorised use of your

ur phone in a safe place and keep it
mall children's reach.
riting down your PIN code. Try to
er it instead. 

one and remove the battery if you are
unused for a long time.
menu to change the PIN code after
hone and to activate call restriction

sign of your phone complies with all
ble laws and regulations. However
hone may cause interference with
devices. Consequently you should
recommendations and regulations
r cellular phone both at home and
lations on the use of cellular phones
ircraft are particularly stringent.
as been focused for some time on the
sks for users of cellular phones. The
on radio wave technology, including
logy, has been reviewed and safety
een drawn up to ensure protection
o radio wave energy. Your cellular
lies with all applicable safety
Precautions

Precautions

Your cellular mobile phone is a low power
radio transmitter and receiver. When it is
operating, it sends and receives radio waves.
The radio waves carry your voice or data

signal to a base station that is connected to the
telephone network. The network controls the power
at which the phone transmits.
• Your phone transmits/receives radio waves in the

GSM frequency (900 /1800MHz).
• The GSM network controls transmission power

(0.01 to 2 watts).
• Your phone complies with all relevant safety

standards.
• The CE mark on your phone shows compliancy

with European electromagnetic compatibility
(Ref. 89/336/EEC) and low voltage directives
(Ref. 73/23/EEC).

Your cellular mobile phone is your responsibility. To
avoid damage to yourself, to others or to the phone
itself, read and follow all the safety instructions and
make them known to anyone borrowing your phone.

Furthermore to 
phone:

Keep yo
out of s
Avoid w
rememb

Switch off the ph
going to leave it 
Use the Security 
purchasing the p
options.

The de
applica
your p

other electronic 
follow all local 
when using you
when away. Regu
in vehicles and a
Public concern h
possible health ri
current research 
the GSM techno
standards have b
from exposure t
telephone comp

Radio waves



Precautions

standards and the Radio Equipment and In areas where you are requested to turn off radio
 such as quarries or other areas
ions are in progress.
 the vehicle manufacturer that
quipment used in your vehicle
ffected by radio energy.

acemaker:
 phone more than 15 cm from
when the phone is switched on,
 potential interference.
 phone in a breastpocket.
site to the pacemaker to mini-
l interference.

phone if you suspect that inter-
place.

f a hearing aid, consult your
ng aid manufacturer to learn
ular device is susceptible to

rence.

makers

ng aids
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Telecommunications Terminal Equipment Directive
1999/5/EC.

Inadequately protected or sensitive electronic
equipment may be affected by radio energy. This
interference can lead to accidents.

Before boarding an aircraft and/or when
packing the phone in your luggage: the use
of mobile phones in an aircraft may be

dangerous for the operation of the aircraft, disrupt the
mobile phones network and may be illegal.

In hospitals, clinics, other health care
centres and anywhere else where you may be
in the close vicinity of medical equipment.

In areas with a potentially explosive
atmosphere (e.g. petrol stations and also
areas where the air contains dust particles,
such as metal powders).

In a vehicle transporting flammable products (even if
the vehicle is parked) or a vehicle powered by liquefied
petroleum gas (LPG), check first that the vehicle
complies with the applicable safety rules.

transmitting devices,
where blasting operat

Check with
electronic e
will not be a

If you are a user of a p
• Always keep the

your pacemaker 
in order to avoid

• Do not carry the
• Use the ear oppo

mise the potentia
• Switch off your 

ference is taking 

If you are a user o
physician and heari
whether your partic
cellular phone interfe

Always switch off your phone

Users of pace

Users of heari
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tting the backlight for a shorter
me as well as avoiding unnecessary
 the menus will also help to save the

rgy for longer phoning and stand-by
s.

wered by a rechargeable battery.
 charger only.
erate.
rm or open the battery.
 metal objects (such as keys in your
ort circuit the battery contacts.

sure to excessive heat (>60°C or
sture or caustic environments.
ould only use Philips Authentic
ries, as the use of any other
ies may damage your phone and will

ll guarantees for your Philips phone
 void.
amaged parts are replaced immedi-
alified technician and that they are

h genuine Philips replacement parts.

n displayed on the 
Precautions

In order to improve the performance of your phone,
reduce radio energy emission, reduce battery
consumption and ensure safe operation adhere to the
following guidelines:

For the optimal and satisfactory operation of
the phone you are recommended to use the
phone in the normal operating position
(when not using in hands-free mode or with
a hands-free accessory).

• Do not expose your phone to extreme tempera-
tures.

• Treat the phone with care. Any misuse will void
the International Guarantee.

• Do not immerse the phone in any liquid; if your
phone is damp, switch it off, remove the battery
and let them dry for 24hrs before using them
again.

• To clean the phone, wipe it with a soft cloth.
• Placing and receiving calls consumes the same

amount of battery energy. However, the mobile
consumes less energy in idle screen when kept in
the same place. When in idle screen and while
you are moving, your phone consumes energy to
transmit updated location information to the

network. Se
period of ti
navigating in
battery’s ene
performance

Your phone is po
• Use specified
• Do not incin
• Do not defo
• Do not allow

pocket) to sh
• Avoid expo

140°F), moi
You sh
Accesso
accessor
make a
null and

• Make sure d
ately by a qu
replaced wit

Performance improvement

Informatio
battery



Precautions

careful in this case when picking up your phone and
th an ambient temperature over

to observe the local regulations
e disposal of your packaging
hausted batteries and old phone
romote their recycling.
he battery and packaging with
igned to promote the recycling
sal of your eventual waste.

l care

ssed-out dustbin signifies that the
should not be disposed of with
household waste.

bius loop symbol signifies the
packaging material is recyclable.

en point symbol signifies that a
l contribution has been made to
iated national packaging recovery
cling system (e.g. EcoEmballage
e).
sing arrows symbol on the plastic
d plastic bag indicate that the
s are recyclable and also identifies
ic material.
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It lowers concentration, which can be
dangerous. Adhere to the following
guidelines:
• Give your full attention to driving. Pull

off the road and park before using the phone.
• Respect the local regulations in countries where

you drive and use your GSM phone.
• If you want to use your phone in a vehicle,

install the hands-free car kit which is designed
for that purpose, still ensuring you give full
attention to driving.

• Ensure that your phone and car kit do not block
any air bags or other security devices fitted in
your car.

• The use of an alarm system to operate a vehicle's
light or horn to indicate incoming phone calls is
prohibited on public roads in some countries.
Check local regulations.

In case of hot weather or after a prolonged exposure to
the sun (e.g., behind a window or a windscreen), the
temperature of your phone's casing might increase,
especially when featuring a metallic finish. Be very

also avoid using it wi
40°C.

Remember 
regarding th
materials, ex
and please p

Philips has marked t
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l The network connection is
lost. Either you are in a radio
shadow (in a tunnel or between
tall buildings) or you are
outside the network coverage
area. Try from another place,
try to reconnect to the network
(especially when abroad),
check that the antenna is in
place if your mobile has an
external antenna, or contact
your network operator for
assistance/information about
the network.

d 

) 

The display responds more
slowly at very low
temperatures. This is normal
and does not affect the
operation of the phone. Take
the phone to a warmer place
and try again. 
In other cases please contact
your phone supplier.
Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting

The phone does 
not switch on

Remove and reinstall the
battery (see page 1). Make sure
you plugged the jack of the
charger into the correct
connector (see “Charge the
battery” page 2). Then charge
the phone until the battery
icon has stopped scrolling.
Finally, unplug from the
charger and try to switch the
mobile on.

The display 
shows 
BLOCKED 
when you switch 
on

Somebody tried to use your
phone but didn’t know the
PIN code nor the unblocking
code (PUK). Contact your
service provider.

The display 
shows IMSI 
failure

This problem is related to your
subscription. Contact your
operator.

The  symbo
is not displayed

The display 
doesn’t respon
(or the display 
responds slowly
to key presses



Troubleshooting

A picture may not be accepted
by your mobile phone if it is
too large, if its name is too
long, or if it doesn’t have the
correct file format. See page 52
for complete information on
this subject.

Only charge the battery in an
environment where the
temperature does not go below
0°C (32°F) or above 50°C
(113°F). In other cases please
contact your phone supplier.

Check that the SIM card has
been inserted in the right
position (see page 1). If the
problem remains, your SIM
card may be damaged. Contact
your operator.

To receive all calls, make sure
that none of the features
«Conditional call forward» or
«unconditional call forward» is
activated (see page 72). 
84

Your phone 
doesn’t return 
to the idle 
screen

Press and hold c, or
switch off the phone, check
that the SIM card and the
battery are installed correctly,
and switch it on again.

Your phone 
doesn’t display 
the phone 
numbers of 
incoming calls

This feature is network and
subscription dependent. If the
network doesn’t send the
caller’s number, the phone will
display Call 1 or Withheld
instead. Contact your operator
for detailed information on
this subject.

You can’t send 
text messages

Some networks don’t allow
message exchanges with other
networks. First check that you
entered the number of your
SMS centre, or contact your
operator for detailed
information on this subject.

You can’t 
receive and/or 
store JPEG 
pictures

During battery 
charge, the 
battery icon 
shows no bar 
and the outline 
is flashing

The display 
shows SIM 
failure

You have the 
feeling that you 
miss some calls
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A car contains many metallic
parts that absorb elector-
magnetic waves which can
affect the phone’s
performances. A car kit is
available to provide you with
an external antenna and
enables you to make and
receive phone calls without
handling the handset.
You should check with local
authorities if you are allowed
to phone while driving.

Make sure you plugged the
jack of the charger into the
correct connector (see “Charge
the battery” page 2). If your
battery is completely flat, it
might take several minutes of
pre-charge (up to 5 in some
cases) before the charging icon
is displayed on the screen.
Troubleshooting

When 
attempting to 
use a feature in 
the menu, the 
mobile displays 
NOT 
ALLOWED

Some features are network
dependent. They are only
available, therefore, if the
network or your subscription
supports them. Contact your
operator for detailed
information on this subject.

The display 
shows INSERT 
YOUR SIM 
CARD

Check that the SIM card has
been inserted in the right
position (see page 1). If the
problem remains, your SIM
card might be damaged.
Contact your operator.

The autonomy 
of your phone 
seems lower 
that indicated in 
the user guide

The autonomy is linked to
your settings (e.g., ringer
volume, backlight duration)
and the features you use (Wap,
IrDA, Bluetooth, etc.). To
increase the autonomy, and
whenever possible, you must
deactivate features you do not
use.

Your phone 
doesn’t work 
well in your car

Your phone is 
not charging
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Icons & symbols
In idle mode, several symbols can be displayed
simultaneously.

If the network symbol isn’t displayed, the network is
not currently available. You may be in a bad reception
area: move to a different location.

Silent - Your phone will not ring when
receiving a call.

Vibra - Your phone will vibrate when
receiving a call.

Battery - The bars indicate the battery level
(4 bars = full, 1 bar = low).

GSM Network: your phone is connected
to a GSM network
Reception quality: the more bars are
shown the better the reception is.

Voice mail - You have received a new voice
mail.

SMS message - You have received a new
message.

SMS full - Memory for messages is full.
Delete old messages to receive new ones.

Keypad lock - Protects the keys from being
pressed accidentally.

GPRS attach - Your mobile phone is
connected to the GPRS network.

Alarm clock activated

Roaming  - Displayed when your phone is
registered to a network other than your own
(especially when you’re abroad).

Call Forward Unconditional to
number - All your incoming voice calls are
being forwarded to a number other than
voice mail.

Call Forward Unconditional to voice
mailbox - All your incoming calls are being
forwarded to voice mail.

Home zone - A zone designated by your
network operator. Subscription dependent,
contact your service provider for details.

Instant message - option is set to On.

Memory full - The phone’s memory is full.
Delete items to store new ones.

MMS message - You have received a new
multimedia message.
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Philips authentic accessories

Philips authentic 
accessories

Charges your battery in any AC outlet. Small enough
to carry in a briefcase/handbag.

Designed to operate your Philips mobile phone
hands-free and easy to use, this compact hands-free
solution offers a high audio quality.
Simply plug the kit into the vehicle auxiliary outlet.

In-line answer button offers you a simplified
alternative to searching for the phone. Simply answer
an incoming call by pressing the button. In idle mode,
press to activate voice dial.

In certain countries, telephoning while driving is
prohibited. For safe and trouble free installation, we
recommend that specialized technicians install hands-
free car kits.
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Declaration of 
conformity

We,
Philips France
Mobile Telephony Business Creation Team
Route d’Angers
72081 Le Mans cedex 9
FRANCE

declare under our sole responsibility that the product
Philips 350
CT 3508
Cellular Mobile Radio GSM 900/GSM 1800
TAC: 351660

to which this declaration relates, is in conformity with
the following Standards:

EN 60950, EN 50360 and EN 301 489-07
EN 301 511 v 7.0.1

We hereby declare that all essential radio test suites
have been carried out and that the above named
product is in conformity to all the essential
requirements of Directive 1999/5/EC.

The conformity assessment procedure referred to in
Article 10 and detailed in Annex V of Directive 1999/
5/EC has been followed related to articles 3.1 and 3.2
with the involvement of the following Notified Body:
BABT, Claremont House, 34 Molesey Road, Walton-
on-Thames, KT12 4RQ, UK
Identification mark: 0168

The technical documentation relevant to the above
equipment will be held at:

Philips France
Mobile Telephony Business Creation Team
Route d’Angers
72081 Le Mans cedex 9
FRANCE

Le Mans, October 17, 2003
Jean-Omer Kifouani

Quality Manager

In case your Philips product is not working correctly or
is defective, please return your phone to the place of
purchase or the Philips National Service Center. In
the event you require service whilst in another country
a dealer address can be given to you by the Philips
Consumer Help Desk in that country.
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